Athletic Report :
Colb y Reacts

Stu-A Assembly
Rati f ied

by Nancy J . Paterson
Since the Ad Hoc Committee 's Report to the Board
of Trustees on the state of Athletics at Colby was made
public , it has been made apparen t that there is little
satisfaction to be derived from the report. There is
disagreement with significant features of the report on
the part of the students , the faculty and the Board ,
while there is agreement with some of the recommenda tions submitted by the committee.
At its October 1977 meetin g, the Board moved to receive the report of the Ad Hoc Committee and to accept all recommendations except those which pertained
to the structure and personnel requirements of the Division of Physical Education and Athletics. These are
not within the jurisdiction of the Board of Trustees. In
its motion , the Board note d "The views of the faculty
and their Committee on Athletics , the Alumni Council ,
and the Student Association (should) be solicited" before any specific action is taken on the recommendations of the report.
In an interview-with the ECHO, Student Representa tives to the Board of Trustees Chris Noonan and Dan
Hoefle were very optimistic about Board reaction to
student opinion. They noted that preliminary results
from their questionnaire on Athletics at Colby would
indicate that the students are aware of die questions
raised by the report and, more import antly, , are willing
to give their opinions.
(Noonan and Hoefle expressed
appreciation to those students who have alread y returned
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Noonan and Hoefle will be preparing & pr esentation 1
for the Board 's J anuary meeting based on the results of
the questionnaire. These results will be released after
J anuary.
In a conversation with the ECHO just before the
Thanksg iving recess , Chairman of the Division of Physi- .
cal Education and Athletics Dick McGee responded to
some of the implied criticism of the Division. McGee
indicated that it was his feeling that Colb y's varsity
sports should be competitive within their schedules , and
that major varsity sports have been developing to that
stage. He felt that Colby should win its shar e of games ,
"but should be more concerne d with being competitive.
He also indicated that contrar y to the report , there has
been an increased student partici pation within the Divisthe questionnaires and requested otheTs tu dents to com¦ „. . .
plete theirs as soon as possible.)
.
c
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Contmued
on page four

Coordinated Studies On Last Legs?
by Philip Glouc hevitch

by Harvey Cohen
Th e year 1977 was one in which Colby underwent

many changes. Th ese changes took on varied formss
there were those dealing with policy , as evid enc ed by a
new drinking law and an extremel y controversial pass/ *
fail quarrel; th ere were physical changes on campus ,
embodied in a new theatre , Student Union , and a near
completed science center. But perhaps the single most
important change to take place during the year , was one
involving the " moo d" of the studen t. Head and shoulders above all else, was a sense of dissatisfaction among
Colby students. This vexation could most probably be
related to a toned-down social life, and an accelerated
academic one.
Last February produced one of thc most bitter wran gles betwe en students and faculty at Colby in many
years. The argumen t ensued when the faculty voted to
abolish the pass/fail option for all distribution require ments. The motion passed with 67 in favor and 24 opposed. Before the vote was taken , emo ti onal deba te
was heard on both sides of the ar gumen t. Those argu ing in favor of the motion, cited pass/foil as being a decep tive de vice which gnly tarnished the reput ation of
excellence, that the faculty had worked on so long to
achieve. Count ering arguments stat ed the values of pais/
fail as an academic innova tion, stimulating student in- r
volvcment in different study areas.
The issue lay dorma nt until early March , when the
facul ty was to reconsid er their motion. An angry group
of approximat ely 400 students , pro tested t he meeting
Continued on page nine

Last Wednesday, Nov. 30, the student bod y voted
overwhelming ly to establish a Student Association Representative Assembly. According to the Stu-A Constitution , for a referendum to pass , one-fourth of the
student body must vote , and of those , two-thirds must
be affirmative. 597 ballots were cast on Wednesday ,
and 95% of those were in favor of tlie assembl y.
Public Information Chairperson J erry Crouter , who
will chair the new body, said "I' m reall y pleased with
the voter turnout , particularl y because this is the end of
the semester and people are very busy with finals. " He
added that he was also pleased that it was accepted by
such a lar ge majority.
The Representative Assembly, which was proposed
by Committee Chairperson Sid Mohel , is designed to be
a link between students and the Stu-A Board. It will
be composed of one representative for every 50 students in each dorm or fraterni ty, and one for ever 50
off campus students. Accordin g to Crouter , meetings
will be held in dorms and frats . to select representatives ,
and the committee , will start to meet at the beginning
of the second semester.
The Assembly was approved by the Stu-A Board on
Oct. 31. It is the result of a stu dy of th e Stu-A
structure which began last spring.

CCS, Creator Howard Koonce

G.C.P.

Colby 's Center for Coordinated Studies , created in
1969, appears to be in its last year. Thou gh Dean of
Faculty Paul J enson , has yet to confirm the termina tion , several events indicate an end for the Foss-Wood man based Center.
Pr of. Parker J ohnson , th e current director of the
Center who is retiring next year , recently sent Pre sident
Robert E.L. Strider a not e expressing that without a
succ essor , the Center might as well die. J ohnson described the Center as "am orph ous " of late , a nd since
many of the positive concepts have branched out to
other parts of the camp us, the Cente r is no longer
needed. The>-Interdis cip linary major , an outgrowth of
the Cent er , has replaced the Center in providing a diverse cumculum.
Prof. Howard Koonce , the creato r of the Center ,
observed dejectedly, "I think it (the Center) has died. " '
Koonce set up the Center in 1969 as a living-learning
5xperience af ter he toured the countr y on a grant
from thc College. The Center was popular the first few
years , bu t has deteriorated recent ly. Koonce note d the
Center -had iit tle chance of surviving without a more
structured organization. The Center had depen ded on
facul ty volunteers to teach seminare in their spare time,
and little by little the burden became too taxin g.
Facul ty members could not devote enough time to
both department and Center course s. Said Koonce ,
"We couldn 't depend on t hc Facul ty 's spare tim e forever. "
Continued on page four
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All letters must be signed and submitted by
Monday evening. Names vriUbe withheld upon reauest.

Athletic Evaluation
The Ad Hoc Committee on Athletic s report to the Board of Trustees has raised many questions , not the
least of which is, since when is "varsity " the synonym for physical education? The ter ms are used somewhat interchangeabl y in the report and that is inaccurate. Varsity sports are not the same as phsyical education , nor intramurals , nor life sports. Athletics in one form or another is important to the overall health of the camp us, but
successful varsity teams are not critic al.
The report mad e clear the intention of the Committee that no recommendation would in any way jeopardi ze the
academic iep-utation of the College. However , in their zealous attempt to prove that successful team sports are vital
to the future of Colby, they missed the boat. Athleti cs in general are vital to Colby ; good health is vital to Colby;
school sp irit is vital to Colby; but not one of these is dependent on "recruiting " good freshmen athletes. The Committee was short -sighted and , perhaps , too biased to accurat ely evaluate the "Athletic " program at Colb y.

Remembering Th e Sp a
i

There are few tra ditions at Colby which stick in the memory of alumni for many years. The Blue Light ,
the Pit , Bbwdoin -Colby games , fraternity initiations -these are memories which last forever. One Colby tradition will
become merely a memory next month when the Spa in Miller Library closes its doors.
Oh, the Spa will have a nice new home in Roberts. It will have shiny new formica tab les and a nice modern
kitchen ; it will be clean and polished. But it won 't be the old Spa. Certainly not .
There is something magical, something timeless , about the Spa. One is immediatel y sent back to a time gone
by when sitting down at the counter or sliding into a booth. It was a slower time , perhaps a better time .
How many cups of coffee have been sipped in there? How many Colby Eights eaten , h ow many NSaturday
ht
dates
made? What those walls have heard in their time could blackmail us all.
nig
The Spa is a neutral ground. No clique can call it it 's own. J ocks, Freaks , Frat-men , grinds , flunkies , Profs ,
and Deans, make it a second home. How many places can a college president sit between a freshman hockey player
;and a dormitory maid?
The Spa is a. link which bind s Colby Par ent to Colby Son. When a studen t returns home to an alumni paren t,
the parent invariably asks, "How are the J osephs? "
J ohn and Pete and all the J osephs seem to have always been part of Colby life. Somehow seeing them in
Roberts won 't be the same.
The - Spa represents a different way of life, one that is disappearing. The corner store becomes a giant First
National; the lunch counter is replaced by a MacDo nald' s. A certain warmth and personal attention comes from a
place like the Spa. It may be difficult to find it in Roberts.
Where else can a student cash a check so easily with a forg iving smile when one is bounced? Who can forget the ring ing of the bell when his bill is paid?
We realize that progr ess has to be made. The library needs the space ; the campus needs a student center.
But before the Spa closes, have one last Colby Eight. Have another cup of coffee and look around. Get a good
image of the Spa in your mind .
Spa
while
you can.
the
unlik
e
any
other.
Savor
vintage
Colby
,
is
It 's an image that
"
my
number.
put
it
on
lish
,
,
and
J ohn
"Loaded Eight on Eng
>
It will be missed.

Toward A Free ECHO
The highest princi ple which any newspaper must ascribe to is that of independence from outside interference.
This is true whether the newspaper is one of national stature or is a small student public ation. It must be free from
any outside pressures , be they financial or editorial. Unfortunatel y, this is a difficult princi ple for the ECHO to adhere
to , due to thc manner in which it is funded.
The ECHO is funded in two ways. Subscription revenue from parents , alumni , and friends, plus adver tising
revenue cover about half of our operating expenses. The other half is met by an allocation from the Student Association .
On t he surface , this may seem like a good way to finance a student newspa per. After all, the Student Association is an elected body and they arc at least in theory responsible to tli e students .
But in practice this is not the best, nor the most ethical way to run a newspaper. Because the Student Association has the ultimate say over our expenses , we are for ced to publish in a constant fear of losing our financial
support. Hence , on executive decision on the part of Stu«A, could render the ECHO helpless.
The Board of Trustees several years ago vested total control of student activites funds , collect ed each year
throug h t he general fee , to the Student Association. Stu-A is free to allocate these funds as they see fit. Prese ntl y,
the amoun t is abou t $82,000 per year. The ECHO this year received $4500 for first semester expenses , a fair allocation.
The problem does not rest in the amount allocated , but rather in how the funds are channelled. ..Should some
time in the future th e Student Association and the ECHO disagree on an issue the possibility would exist that the
Student Association could withdraw their financial support.
This is clearly a case where the government (the Student Association) controls the press (the ECHO). There
is no such problem today, nor do we foresee one in the near future , but nevertheless tlie possibility docs exist. And
it would be far more easily achieved than most people realize; the Student Associati on Treasurer signs all of our
checks , from our prin ting coses to our red pens.
Colby is an institution which has a great tradition in support of freedoms of the press. Elijah Parish Lovejoy
is commemora ted by on annual convocation , and by a building in his name. The Academy of New England J ournalis ts
maintains its head qua rters here. Many distin guished journalists are Colby alumni.
Clearly a certain hypocrisy exists here. The student newspaper cannot feel completely free from outside pr essures. The ECHO is funded through the very organization , over which it is the students ' onl y watchdog. A for better
solution would be a direct funding from the General Pee to the ECHO or throu gh a separate endowment. Throug h
such an arrange ment the student body would be assured of the protection of their First Amendm ent rights.

R.I.P. : The Spa Brea k

To the Editor :
Well, here we are in the home stretch of the semester 's work: labs , papers , review sessions and finals.
There will be little time to think of anything else but
work from here on in (for most of us, anyway).
In case you haven't realized , a unique Colby experience, unsignificant as it may seem, is rapidly coming
to a close. During Jan Plan , the spa will move into
.. combined quarters with the pub in the newly-renova ted
Roberts Union .
This is not a letter criticizing the new Roberts . The
facilitie s that the new Student Union will offer are desperately needed. I' m sure e-veryone has noticed a very
peculiar , if not downrig ht repressive atmosphere that has
hovered over Mayfl ower Hill. The new Student Union ,
will certainly help to alleviate the situation.
In moving the spa into Roberts , the administration
feels that it will become more of a "student center. "
The geographic irony of this statement couldn 't be more
obvious. " I don't think the administration under stands
the meaning of the spa to the average Colby student.
Unlike a pub or a small-scale eating establi shment , the
spa is a convenien tly situated meeting place where one
can relax in between -classes or take a study break.
- Somehow , it doesn't seem that the envisioned spa-pub
could serve the same purpose.
Though it is true that few institutions have a spatype facility in their libraries , this is not a valid reason
for moving it out . This might instead be the ver y reason for keeping the spa right where it is, since it adds
to the distinctiveness of the Colby experience.
continued on next pa ge
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LETTERS
continued from previous page "
Progress continues to move forward and will probably
ignore this rather sentimental letter . "What will they do
with the spa room? Rumor has it that the room will
become a lounge complete with candy and soda machines .' But can "Herculon "-upholstered couches and
coffee tables replace the warmth "and hominess of the
present decor? Can the shiny stainless steel facades of
the cand y machines replace the shining faces of John ,
Jackie , Mark Gorman , Andy Huber or John Devine? I
rather doubt it.
The atmos phere and pur pose of the Miller Librar y
Spa will be lost in Rob erts Union . No doubt , the student body will adj ust to it, after much complainin g.
I often wond er if anything the students might have done
this semester might have prevented the move. If this
move does prove to be a mistake , is there any chance
of a re-opening of the Miller Library Spa? Perhaps
this idea is far-fetched. But I feel sorry for future
Colbyites who will never know one of the more enjoyable aspects of Colby life. The present spa is one of
those "little things " not mentioned in the catalo g that
adds to the Colby Communit y-"Do» . it always seem
to go that you don 't know what you 've got 'til it 's
gone? "
Ver y sincerel y,
Susan E. Erb. '80

U n excused Absenc es
-B^^ ________ Maa ____ n_____ a___n_nMm__
~*"*___B__n

To t he Edi t or:

.

~

In response to John Devine's letter concernin g two
unexcused abs ences we , a s students of Harol d P est ana ,

w ould like to set the record straight. Dr. Pestana made
it perf ectly clear on th e f irst day of class that we woul d
only be allowe d t wo un excused absence s once our lab
work started. Pesta na wen t further to tell us why he
had to adhere to this rule . Our lab time was limited to
the regular 50-roinute class time and , ther efore , it woul d
h e impossible for us to miss more than two classes and
still ob t ain' our lab r equirement.
Maybe this is not the case in other classes that liarold Pest ana teache s, but from our experience in Geology 161 , we feel the professor is a fa ir , conscient ious
teacher.

Sincerel y,
Lisa Denham , '81

¦
From The E ditor—
This has been a very special , yet a very long, semester
It has been special because I have had the unique opportunity to head this newspaper and to become associated with an outstanding group of people. It has been
long simply because of the enormous volume of work
th at has been my responsibility !
It had been said many times before , but only now
can I trul y understand what J ohn Devine meant last
year at this time when he wrote of the importance of
the one-semester editor-in-chief appointment. This policy was ori gin ally designed to protect the newspaper and
the student body, but in practice it has benefited the
editors-in-chief the most.
I am happy that this semester is over , but I am also
happy that 1 -have experienced it.
J im Zendman will be the editor -in-chief next semester. 1 am confident that he will do an excellent job.
His devotion to the newspa per is superb and is only
matched by his ener gy and his desire to succeed.
Many people deserve to be publicl y thanked for their
support this ,semester. Few peop le realize the number
of people it takes to produce a newspaper of this type
on a weekly basis. Some college newspapers have the
production done by prof essional composing or design
companies. Others subscribe to news services which
provide pre -packaged stories. The ECHO does not choose
either route. Instead, we must depend entirel y on volunteer part-time help to do everything there is to produce a newspaper except ran the presses themselves.
The first group of people Who deserve thanks are the
members of the production staff -the typists , proofreaders and layout people. The typists , Cathy, J an , Lori ,
Beth, Kathy, and Lind a, all deserve medals for their
work this year. Also deserving is the large and capable
staff of proofreaders , headed by Mary Foley. And anyone who ever stopped by to help in layout deserves many,
many thanks.
The next people who deserve thanks are my fellow
editors. J im Zendman did a superb job in directing the
pr oduction of the paper. Harv ey Cohen and Nancy Pat erson deserve endless praise for putting up with all of
my screaming about stories and then for miraculousl y
getting the stories back to me. Liz Shackford and Karen
Dunkl e have done an outstandin g job putting together
the important Arts section . Rus Lodi and Kath y R eichert have given new life to a Sports section which has
never been better. Geoff Parker 's pr ofession alism in
ph otograph y, and Carol Sly's layout expertise have given
the paper a superb visual effect .
Other people deserve thanks also. Bob Kinney 's excellent monthl y calenders , and Kim Attridge 's and Kar en
Baumstark' s artwork add flair to the newspaper. Phil
Glouchevitch , Bev Nalbandian , Paullette Lynch , Sue Erb ,
J ane Ekland , and Lu cy Nich ols, always seemed to be
there when the call went out for help.

Beth Pniewski , '81

Doin g t he C olby Cra m
To t he Edi t or:
I ho pe everybody noticed all the activities that occured this past weekend , Most athletic teams had home
games , a few were awa y , and there were also fine plays ,
dinners (senior class with the faculty nnd the Int ernational Relati ons Club ), cocktail parties , speeches , religious services , concerts and movies. All of thes e are
enj oyable events , educa tional and stimulating to do,
and Colby should be excited to see such student interest , Yet these events seem foolish and a contradiction
to the Colby educational system wliich emphasizes the
importance of the next two weeks.
The librar y is buzzing all day and most of the night
with students throwin g together papers and starting to
prepare their crnrn'fo r finals . The creativity and communication of tills past weekend must hereby cease
while we become those serious and mature students of
the Colby education. Ma ybe we can grab that "B- " ,
secure a pass in that extraneous course or second guess
an exam questi on? I feel this part of the Colby educa tion stinks and stifles our natural interest in learni ng.
But th e Colby system is not all to blame.

Perhaps the most important group that I would like
to thank are those whom I cannot mention individu ally
because there are too many to chance for getting someone. They are the people new to the staff this year.
They made this newspaper work this semester , and with out their help I am sure there would have been no
ECHO. This lar ge and enthusiastic group of freshmen
and sophomores represent the heart of the ECHO' s future.
Chris Noonan and Pete Bothwell deserve thanks for
running the circulation and business ends of the paper.
Besides this , both have been unwaverin g pillars of support for me this semester, and nothin g but encou ragement and hel p ever came from them .
Finall y, three very special people deserve mention .
For that is what the ECHO is all abou t-special people.
It is their special qualities that exemplif y this newspaper ,
tying together the ECHO of 1877 with the ECHO of
1977.
The first two are no longer here , having graduated
last year. Kent Wommack and Heidi Neummann gave
everything they had to this newspap er. They taught
me all they knew , but more important ly they tried to
instill in me a feeling of permanen ce, the feeling tha t
the ECHO 'S integrity must be of the highest order. It
was their inspiration that carried me throug h this semester.
The third special person is J ohn Devine. Whenever a
hel ping hand was needed he was there. J ohn gave me
my start with the ECHO my freshman year , after he
and Sam Cremin ressurected th e ECHO. You may not
remember it, but in March of 1976 a frontpag e headline ran- "ECHO DIES. " Without them the ECHO
would not be here today. J ohn may have also saved
the newspaper this semester. He turned his energies
toward advertising and has done an incredible job , bring ing in desperately needed funds. Furthermore , when a
tough policy question had to be answered , J ohn was
the one who I could turn to for advice.
That is what the ECHO is all about. It is about special people , peo ple who are willing to make a personal
sacrifice in order to help. There ar e few such students
at Colby , but for some reason the ECHO gets more than
its shar e. It has been said that the ECHO is a weekly mir ac le, and this is true. The miracle is the poeple
vwho are the ECHO.
As for myself, I will be leaving Colby next week,
for a semeste r's stud y in Washin gton. My b yline m ay
be seen occasionall y in these pages , but my fu lltime
commitm ent is over. It began with "Lef t of Center "
two years ago and became many other things , but I
do not regret one moment. It is a warm , peaceful
feeling.

dp i
We studen ts a pp arentl y feel that these mass crams
are imp ortant , or else we would not be doing them.
The most common reason sounds something like:

the

benefits in th e future will -be wor th the pre sent costs ,

basi cally in terms of more money and increased opportunities. We cra m for grades; simple letters th at make
all th e difference in the world. It cert ainly seems to be
economic an d ra t ional , but it is not.

As in an y econ omic anal ysis, I must make some assum ptions:
1. We will chan ge a lot as we grow older and are

affect ed by experience ,
2. We cannot really predic t in which ways we will
chan ge , and
3. The cra mming aspect of our educ ation is miserable and borin g to do.
Now economics says that we must heavily discount
distant benefits in an uncert ain future especially when
the investment (i.e. educa tion throu gh cramming) yields
onl y costs in , the Immediate present. In other words ,
studyin g the Colby way, which we feel we must in
order to achieve those enigmati c benef its that come
with good gra des and surface conformity , is a pain.

The fu t ure is unc er t ain f or ourselve s and society, and
so how can we think w e are doin g the ri ght thin g, ma-

kin g the correct investment of our limited amount of
time? Ps y ch ology w ould call this masoch istic. I say
we had better have our heads examined or at least
question the ends we value if the means are so miserabl e,
Tills whole spiel might just be me trying to justify
my "laz iness. " But I like to enjoy what Colby reall y
has to offer ; talent and interest to make weekends like
this last one ha ppen. I know I sound foolish to the
terminall y grade- and degree-orien ted people , the kinds
who take nineteen credit hours for fun. Yet education
would be much more enjoyable if it continued throu ghout our lives at a less intense , mor e natu ra l pac e, But
the way we do it at Colby is like force-feeding or ra pe,
not ver y rewording. The Colby Cra m logically and economically does not pay; yet we do it with displeasure
until we almost like it.
Sincer ely,

R ober t LeFeber
M ORE LETTER S ON NEXT PAGE
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LETTERS continue-d from previous pa ge

Athletics and Apa thy
To the Editor :
It is very heartening to find that at long last there
are some students who are prepared to make an effort
to try and stimulate the apathy-stricken student-body.
I fin d it appalling that the spirit of Colby students has
been allowed to sink to such a low ebb. Apathy seems
to shroud the whole campus, and is everywhere apparent.
The worst hit of all campus activities is in the field of
athletics. In this field , no one but the students themselves can bring about an npward turn in the trend. .
Brenda Bowen wrote a letter in defense of Colby's
spirit in the last edition of the ECHO. Her letter certainly had a lot of truth in it , but I don 't really think
that she touched on the important issues. Colby does
have an "indomitable spirit" as Miss Bowen pointed
out , although this spirit appears to be somewhat dormant
at present. Most students are very proud of their
school, yet this pride cannot be extended to the majority of Colby's athletics programs. I don't wish to condemn Colby's coacling staff or, indeed , the athletic facilities. I strongly believe that the most important element that is lacking, is student initiative and determination. The blame must not be fully placed upon the
students, but also on the administration and the Athletics department. Nancy Paterson last week reported
that "Committee Chairman C. David O'Brien summarized
the pervading attitude toward the physical education
program as one of 'mediocrity'." Few people would
disagree with O'Brien.
The question is, what is to be done to revive student
interest :n athletics? Chris Noonan and Dan Hoefle are
trying to find out how widespread is the discontent in
athletics. The Athletic Committee is being a little more
positive by proposing some sound recommendations.
Neither the Board of Trustees' Student Representatives
nor the Athletic Committee deals with the actual sports
themselves.
I am sure that much of the discontent lies in the
funding of athletics. As a player of one of Colby's
'minor' sports, I find it disillusioning to see the disproportionate amount of funds that are spent on Colby's
'major' sports. For some reason unbeknown to me, all
minor sports are made to suffer financial strangulation ,
because of the immense amount of funds devoted to
football , in particalar.
I would propose that Colby does not devote enough
'fundi to any of the minor sports and , as such, wastes a
considerable proportion of the student body's talent.
Many of Colby's students are prepared to devote time
to sports if they believe that the time they devote
will be rewarding. Without sufficient recognition by
the Administration and the Athletic department , students have quickly lost interest in playing minor sports
for Colby. Support for these sports is essential in
order to promote renewed interest by both the students
and the local populace. It is, however, up to " the stu-*
dents to sh ow t h e'"authorities" that there is interest
in the sport s they represent, The students alone can
stimulate Cplby's dormant spirit and once they have
done so, support ought to be shown by those in office.
Sincerely ,
Larr y Bran y an

Tough Tests
To the Editor:
In light of last -week's exams given by the Science
Department and the upsetting student reactions they
instigated, I feel the purpose of the Colby College Science Department should be examined. Most college
departments focus on the cultivation of students' knowledge, encouraging them to further their education in
that field. Unfortunately, it seems to me this is one
area in which the Colby Science Department lacks sufficient direction. For instance, the introductory courses
tend to leave students frustrated and confused as to the
purpose of their studying, for often it seems very little
of what they have learned is included on the exams.
This may be a device of the "weeding out" process, yet
the practice of giving exams of this type in order to reduce the number of science majors often prevents both
science and non-science majors from taking further
courses in this .field. This both represses their interest
in science and limits their opportunity for a wellrounded , liberaj arts education.
Sincerely,
Cathy Palmer

On Zeroes
To the Editor:
How did "Peter Torres" come to be? We all know
that negative zero is a time anachronism, that certain
areas in Roberts have negative gravity, and that rain
multiplied by negative zero equals cloud seeding.
How then, can it be that Peter Torres times Colby
College times six years equals Peter Torres times Colby
College? Six must then be converted into one, begatting Peter Torres and the trash compactor.
Conversely though, it is argued that Colby College
times any number equals zero. Anybody for square
roots?
Ted Smyth (class of '4)
Marty Reader (no class at all)

Win te r Carniv a l
to the Editor:
This year's Winter Carnival will be held on the weekend of Feb. 17 , 18, 19. Since there is no newspaper
during January, I would like to ask all interested students to either give their names to me now, or to come
to the organizational meeting tonight at 6:30 in the
Roberts Union lobby. We need your help and ideas.
John Devine
Winter Carnival Chairman

• CCS
Continued fro m page one
Koonce, who has worked actively with the Center
since its inception , is leaving on sabatical nex t year.
When he returns he will move back to the English
department. Koonce greatly enjoyed having his office
in the dormitory where "my door was always open. "'
He added th at his door would still remain open in thc .
English offices, but the feeling of the Center would be
lost.
President Strider had also hoped the Center could be
kept alive. He noted that it has done a lot of good
for the school.
According to many faculty members, the Center inevitably failed because of a lack of control over the deploymen t of faculty. In order to maintain the Center,
an au t on omous Cen t er capa ble of re crui t ing faculty
would have been needed.
The demise of thc Center will effectuate a change for
the Foss-Woodman room draw. When the Center was in
operation , Foss-Woodman held its own room draw, whereas now thc dorm will be incorporated into thc all-campus draw. Associate Dean of Students Janice Scitzinger
commented that the quota system will b. instituted similarl y to the rest of the campus.
Accor d ing to adminis t ration sources, if no successor
to Parker and Koonce is found shortly, t he Cen t er will
become a thing of thc past.

News Brief $.. <
Lectures
Two lectures, a Mathematics seminar, and a debate
on nuclear energy, highli ght this week's calendar at
Colby.
Today at 4:30 Cheryl Manson '78. will present the
Mathematics seminar "Game Theory " in Keyes 205.
Tomorrow,, Wednesday, Dec. 7, features three events
of academic interest. Economics Prof. Jiames Median
will present a faculty colloquium on "Antitrust and
Oligopoly: the Case for Preventative Policy" at 4:00
p.m. in the Robinson Room the Miller Library.
Prof. Hatsutaro O's hi of the Japanese National
Language Institute of Tokyo will deliver the lecture"Contrast in Social Distinction in Speech Between Japanese and Eng lish" at 6:30 in Lovejoy 106.
A debate between Westinghouse Campus America and
'the New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution on the
subject of nuclear energy will be featured Wednesday at
7:30 in Lovejoy 215. A reception sponsored by the
Colby Environmental Council will follow in the faculty
lounge.

Exams In Mudd
Registrar George L. Coleman II announced Sunday
that several Fall semester final examinations will inaugurate Colby 's new Seeley G. Mudd science building.
He noted that several science classes formerly held
in the Keyes bu ilding moved to the new building on
Monday .
.
The building, along with a completely renovated
Arey Life Sciences Building, is expected to be fully
open for the start of the Fall 1978 semester.

• Athletics

Continued from pag e one
ion, especially with respect to women's sports.
McGee addressed questions concerning recruitment
indicating that in order to remain competitive withint
its schedules, Colby must have a sufficient number of
qualified players on the field. He also indicated that
the "I Play" intramu ral program, physical education and
life sports activities at Colby were thriving although he
was recommending that additional "clinics" be held
which would be geared to recreational play-oriented development.
In an interview with the ECHO, Chairman of the
Mathmatics De partment and Faculty Representative to *'
the Board of Trustees Lucille Zukowski expressed deep '
concern over the lack of discussion before the report
was acted upon by both the faculty and the Board. She
indicated that she had expressed serious reservations as
to the statistics which were cited as an integral part of
thc report. She cited as an example the fact that the
report indicated th at 29% of the students responding to
thc student poll said that they had , taken physical education classes. Zukowski pointed out that physical education is required of all students, except varsity athletes,.
for gradu ation. Mrs. Zu kowski contended that more inform ation on the statistical information was necessary.
She agreed tha.t thc Physical Education Division contributed to the overall 'health' of t he campus bu t, like all
ot her depar tmen ts on campus , it should undergo periodic ,
evaluation.
The ECHO also spoke with Brian Hoffm ann '79 who
was a student member of thc College Committee on Athletics. Hoffmann agreed with thc report in principle,
but suggested that thc following logic should be fur ther
researched ) Recruitment policies are sclf-enhancingi by
generat ing inte rest in Colby through winning teams, the
school sh ould receive more applications from the better
athletes. More incoming applications will mean choosing
from a larger applican t pool those students who could
not only compete athletically, but also compete academically. Hoffmann also pointed out that there arc no 'Basket Weaving I and II* courses at Colby» that athletes
must compete academically because the faculty will not
make exceptions in order to maintain a winning varsity
team.

News Anal ysis:

motion , squashed the pass/fail option for all distribution requirements, most agree the move was clearly
aimed at the foreign language requirement, in particular.
A motion within EPC by Mike Scott and Nick Nichols
was made to limit the effects of the faculty 's pass/fail
removal. Scott and Nichols pointed out the inconsistencies between the college catalogue language requirement description (which plainly states completion of a
language course numbered above 123 is the requirement), and the faculty's motion. The Scott/Nichols motion, which would have permitted students to take introductory language courses on a pass/fail basis, passed the
EPC, despite the strong objections of Chairman Jenson.
Unfortunately, according to Nichols, the faculty as a
whole can override any EPC morion. As expected, when
Dean Jenson brought this motion before the faculty, it
was narrowly defeated.
Because many feel the root of the pass/fail problem
lies in the overall degree requirements of Colby, the faculty formed a subcommittee last semester to study
these requirements. Chaired by Prof. Bundy, the EPC
subcommittee has met regularly this semester.
John Devine, a student member of the subcommittee,
noted that his committee is looking at the total credit
hour requirements, and the distribution requirements, as
well. Although it's "too early to tell," Devine feels the
result of a recent faculty questionnaire show that most
faculty members "appear to favor the status quo" with
regard to the requirements.
According to Devine, discussion has hit upon allowing
freshmen and seniors to take only four courses to permit professors to go into more depth in fewer subjects,
and also has revolved around permitting students in language courses to place out of their language requirement
three or four times during the year.
The EPC subcommittee report should be available
sometime next semester.
While looking at the EPC, two problems stick out.
The first is the lack of communication between student
members of EPC and the student body. Of the five
students on EPC, only a few are vocal at meetings and
the burden of communicating EPC's thoughts to the
student has fallen unequally on the shoulders of these
few.
Perhaps more importand y, many say that EPC is not
representative of the faculty. Months of hard work and
debate can , and is often negated in half-hour faculty
meetings. Echoing this charge, Nick Nichols stated that,
"If EPC could be treated as a true indic ator of policy
it would be a much better committee." Mike Scott
feels EPC is more representative of the school as a whole,
than of the faculty, yet it is often the faculty alone who,
by overruling EPC, make educational policy at Colby.
Scott testifies that faculty members "rather than taking
the interests of the school as defined by faculty and
students," become more concerned with their "budgets
and the classroom quality of their jobs."
Because the makeup of the EPC is not likel y to
change until next year, these problems mu st be lived
with. In dealing with these educational issues, members
of EPC have all been sincere in their desire to set the
most intelli gent policies p ossible. As these and other
complex issues come their way next semester, EPC members will again have to tu ne up for man y m ore nerveracking sessions.

EPC — Grades And Comps
by Mark Gorman
Grades, pass/fail, comprehensives, and graduation
requirements . Whether students are willing to admit
it or not, these educational issues are on the minds
of most of them. Many say student quests for
grades , graduate school, and success, along with
the administration 's obsession with our ac ademic
reputation makes educational policy the most important priority on campus.
As a result, settin g educational policy .for the
college has always been considered serious business at Colby. Colby 's Educational Policy Committee (EPC) is the group of students, faculty, and
administrators who set the policy for educational
issues at the college. This article examines those
issues, and EPC's approach to them this sem ester.
One issue discussed by EPC this year was comprehensive examinations. Last month , the Biology
Department asked for permission to make the
Biology comprehensive grade part of a student 's
transcript , and to m ake the test optional . A
student refusing to take the comprehensives under
this p lan would receive an 'F' on his or her
transcript.
Although no formal action was taken by EPC,
EPC Chairman D ean of Faculty Paul Jenson
expressed the fear that under this plan , the Biology .comprehensive would become "involuntary,"
rather th an optional. The possibility of receiving
a failing grade for opting out of the exam would
force most, if not all, students to take the examination , Jenson said.
In a more general statement, EPC member
Associate Dean of Students James Gillespie s
disagrees with the biology department 's proposal.
Gillespie feels transcripts should show, "only
items for which every Colby student is eligible."
Gillespie maintains that graduate schools will e-.i.~il y
misinterpret the absence of a grade for comprehensives on some Colby students transcripts, if they
become part of a student 's permanent record.
The issue of comprehensives has always been
a touchy one at Colby. Although the Bi ology
department's proposal was referred back to that
department for further discussion, chances are
good that this issue will resurface is some form
next semester.
A second problem EPC examined was the computation of grade point averages. Presently, minuses
and pluses, although appearing on transcripts,
are not figured into a student's cumulative average.
Nick Nichols, one of the more outspoken student members of EPC, researched the GPA problem
carefull y this semester. One fact Nichols uncovered
is that there are more minuses than pluses given
out at Colby by a margin of 3 to 2. Equally,
surprising to Nichols was the fact that most minuses
fall in the 'A* and 'B' range.

BRASS BfLL RESTAURANT
WATERVIllE'S BEST FUU-SIRVlCE RESTAURANT
.SMaln S). — Wator vllU

Italian Menu
Pizza and Italian Grinders

OPEN LATE FRI. and SAT.2:00 am
SUNDAY EVENING 5 pm-10 pm
Swing brMkfc.it anil lunch
7 days a wmk.
Low Prices

Good Food

Nichols had assumed, as do many faculty members, that our present system of grading is disadvantageous to the majority of Colby students, when
in fact the opposite seems true. 'B-' and 'A-'
students are now rewarded with hi gher averages
than would be permitted under a more equitable
way of computing grades.
Dean Gillespie hinted that the present method
of grade computation may even be a disincentive
to some students. Gillespie noted that a stu dent
receiving, say, four 'B-'s and one 'A-', would have
a higher average then a good student who received five 'B+ 's.
EPC member Academic Life Chairperson Mike
Scott predicted that tlie method of GPA computation will be soon changed , although EPC took
no formal action on it this semester. Scott finds
"Lots of student-faculty agreement" on this issue,
and is optimistic th at the details can be worked
out.
Perhaps the most controversial issue EPC has
dealt with this semester revolves around pass/fail.
Although the faculty, voting to overrule sin EPC
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2 Bites Of The
Big Ap p le
by Susan Sp rague
Imagine an atypical scene in Manhattan. A
sumptuous hotel suite, an anxious and harried couple
frantically worrying, their soon-to-be m arried daughter
closeted in the bathroom - just in time for the
$8,000 wedding her father has planned. Or take ,
for contrast a squalid New York cafe and the anguished pleadings of a young woman to an equally
lon ely poet as they try to reach each other in a
desperate attempt to communicate the depths of
their loneliness. These brief vignettes add up to
what the "city-wise" narrator Louis Cutolo tells us is
a veritable slice of New York life - sometimes silly,
sometimes bittersweet, he ties together going from the
comedy of Neil Simon's Plaza Suite to Leonard Malfi„'s Birdbatl}. Take these elements, weave them together as directors Cheryl Manson and Richard Uchita

AKR

have so admirably .done- and you will find that they
add up to an evening that_ spells entertainment.
In Plaza Suite , we were treated to Meg Matheson 's frantic worrying between the trauma of luring
m arriage-shy Mimsey out of the bathroom 'and
that horrifying problem of her torn stockings. She
delivers a superlative performance capturing a paranoid
concern f or h er daughter and the looming threat of
humiliation in front of the wedding guests. Freshman David Rocks who plays her husband Roy Hubley is excellent as the furious father who vascillates
between a sarcastic and sneering attitude and extreme
anger as he tries to knock down the door with his
arms. The play builds to a crescendo culminating
in the appearance of Borden Eisler, played by Marc
Alperin , wh o confiden dy saves the day. And finally
the bride, blushing and shy played by De Anne Lewis
emerges from the depths of the John . The dialogue
sparkling and witty, the action fast-paced and uproariously funny, and the pervading mood light-hearted.
Birdbatb, written in 1966 and originally played
in an off-off Broadway production at Cafe La Mama,
changes this jovial atmosphere as we open in a down;
at-the-heels cafe scene. The two major characters, Vel-

by Tom St ratto n & Mark Kruger

During Jan Plan , Film Direction will present an 1 1ngmar Bergman Film Festival. All shows will be in Lovejoy 100 at 7:00 and 9:30, admission will be charged.
The films will be presented on the following nights:
January 13: The Torch
18: Shame
20 and 211 Cries and Whisp ers
24: Hour of the Wolf
31: Double featu rc-7 and 10 p.m. Monika
and at 8i30 , Summer Interlud e.

played by Andrea Dumont, and Frankie
Aaron Lebenger are drawn together
by
Basta, played
loneliness.
Velma, alone , vulnerable an<L ;u
through their
insecu re, tyrannized by an unfeeling mother causes us
alternately, impatience and sympathy as she pratdes on
in a mindless fashion , wringing h er hand s, so desparate
to be liked and accepted. Frankie Basta, at first cynicle and a touch contemptuou s, is, at the same time,
both piqued and intrigued by the ignorant Velma, who>,
seems to be the remotest person possible from his •
garret-like world of the aspiring young poet. Together
they skillfully create explosive intensity, fortified with
gin and the lateness of the night, revealing the hurts
and sorrows of their past. The climax comes when
Velma played with heart-aching sensitivity not only
through delivery of lines but physical motions that betray her character, confesses that she has killed her
mother in a rush of emotion. Frankie suddenly understands her as a frustrated human-being, vu lnerable and
open. The intuitive sensivity with which these characters are interpreted brings a kind of sublimity to the
play, where we the audience are caught in that circle
of emotion. And so the "Two Faces of New York"
reflecting the absurdity and the sensitivity of life,
comes full circle with a dramatic finish and flare.

performance stood out; rather the actions sublimated their individual styles, unifying the production in
'this w ay.
The outstanding elements of the play came with the
directors' adaptations. Costuming and music supported
the action and underlined the meaning of the plays.
Mike Buonaiuto and Paul Fackler played original accompaniments providing emphasis where restraint was required of the actors. The costumes, designed by Dick
Sewall, were outstanding and added to the overall
elegance of the production. The dance sequences,
featuring Ellie Klopp, complimented the theatrical
effect of the production. Particularly worthy of note
was the adaptation of the action to the limitations
of Rose Chapel. The plays lend themselves to a small
stage area; this necessarily predetermined a sparse
setting adding to the stylization of the drama. Additionally, superb attention to details provided threads
Unking all three plays and ensured a highly polished
production . Each play was opened and closed with
a banner depicting a hawk, metaphorically representing
the supernatural. The make-up was surrealistic, suggesting masks, and overlapping cast members all aided in
unifying an excellent production.

"Oh God! "
Have you ever wondered how you would react if
you were suddenly called upon by God ? Y ou would
probabl y doubt your psychological stability as would
most of your friends. This is the situation facing folk
singer turned actor John Denver in "Oh God!," a fine
comedy film currcndy playing downtown at Cinema .
Center. God is played by George Burns, who as a result of excellent casting, acts in his latest film since
"The Sunshine Boys". Carl Reiner directs "Oh God!'"
making a spot appearance in it as well.
The fine humor of this film is highlighted by suchclassic lines as "So help me, me," and "The pits were too
big." The strength of the play lies in its witty dialogue
rather than a strong plot. The acting for the most part
is first rate. Terri Carr previously seen in "Young
Frankenstein " docs a fine job portr aying Denver's
distraught wife. Paul Sorvino plays an evangelist who
seems to be crusading for himself more than for God.
God's own suggestion is that he sell Earth Shoes.
Sorvino does the best character protrayal of the movie.
Unlike man y entertainers th at unsuccessfully attempt
to broaden their horizons, Denver displayed a surprising
amount of talent, and his overall performance is satisfying.
At eighty-one, Burns is as funny as ever, mostly because he fits the character to his own method of
comedy.
This film is funny and philosophical enough to make '
for a good study break.

ma Sparrow ,

Jon Smith and Elite Klopp

G.C.P.

Yeats Rates
by S. M orrison
This weekend saw an innovation in drama at Colby.
Dick Sewall and Jon Smith combined directing talents
to produce three one-act plays written by. Yeats.
Smith directed "At thc H awkes Well" and Sewall "The
Only Jealousy of Emcr " and "The Dreaming of the
Bones."
Yeats' drama is characterized by intense Irish nationalism (particularly demonstrated in the last p lay) and
influenced by Japanese Noh drama.
Especially in the first two plays, both of which are
set in the Mythical Irish Heroic Age this Japanese influence was emphasized. The movements were deliberate, suggesting dance more than , acting. Noh drama
relics heavily on symbolism ) thus, each of thc characters'
movements becomes significant and is quite stylized.
This, more than anything else, underscored all three
productions. The actors moved with restraint and
grace, suggesting serenity in a typically Japanese form .
The verse delivery was good. Again, not intended
to be interpreted literally, it was highly dramatic. No

L,A. King and Cheryl Peters tn
"Th e Only Je alousy of enter"
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"Sticks And Bones " Slate d For J a nuary
by Val Talland
On February 3-5, the last weekend before second
semester classes begin, "Sticks and Bones" by David
Rabe will be presented in the Strider Theatre. It will
be directed by Sav Zimbalas , who directed and perform ed in "Adaptation " this past fall.
"Sticks and Bones" is the second of three plays that
David Rabe wrote in reaction to the war in Viet Nam.
Of the three , it is by far the most surrealistic and allegorical. The characte rs stan d for something more than
just particular peop le.
The play takes place in the home of Ozzie and H arriet just after their son David has returned from war.
At the risk of making a great understatement , David has
been changed drasticall y by the war. Not only has he
been blinded , but his values no longer seem to have a
place in his home .

Plan For J an Pl an
by Liz Shackford
With J an Plan coming, visions of endless ski
slopes and coundess nights at the pub begin to
replace thoug hts of papers and finals. The lifting
of academic burdens brings with it increased mobility and an urge for new sights. One of the major
pr oblems with the Arts at Colby is necessary limit ations due to size. J anuary offers the perfect oppor tunity to explore possibility, beyond the scope of
the college. While not w orld "Art Centers ," Portland and Augusta both offer extensive cultural pro grams and , if you 're willing to look for it, there
is much to be found in smaller towns. Below is a
selection of event s, hopefull y divers e, certainly impressive, which are upc oming during J an Plan and
•independent of Colby. Hopefully they will arouse
interest and inspire investigation as alternatives or
supp lements to events offered on campus.
The Profile Theatre in Portland is producing
G .B. Shaw '* "Candida " from J anuar y 6 to February 5. A "classic example of Shavian comedy, "
it revolves around a strong-willed politician 's wife
and the love-sick poet who adores her. The Profile has just opened a new theatre and brin gs with it .
a company of professional tutors from New York ,
Performances are Thur sday - Sunday at 8:00 and
tickets cost $3.50 for students with I.D. For reserva tions and more informa tion , call 774-0465 or
wr
ite i Profile Theatre , box 4876, Downtown Station ,
Portland , Me. 04112.
Where music is concerned , the Portland Symphony Orches tra is giving a performan ce on Tue»day, J anuary 10 at 8:15. The program will feature
soloists from the orchestra and include pieces from ;
the works of Mozart , Berlioz , and Vaughan Williams.
Alio, on Tuesday, February 7, Gary Graffman will
appear with the P.S.O. A gif ted pianis t , Graffman
will play selections from the yoking American composer Ira Taxin , as well as Mozart, Prokofiev, and
Respighi. For ticket information write * Portland
Symphony Orches tra , 10 Myrtle St., Por tland, Me.
or call (207) 773-8191.
"Forum-A ," the Augusta Council for the Arts ,
will bring "The Bill Evan s Dance Company !' to
Augusta on February 11. Althoug h late for J an
Plan, the troupe , called "one of the best choreo graphic forces to touch the whole American dance
scene (Saturday Review), " should not be missed
by dance enthusias ts. For ticket information
write i Forum-A , Communi ty Arts Office , University of Maine at Augusta, Augus t a , Me. 04330.

Rabe , himself a veteran , felt that as Americans return from war , readjustment to their families and homes
becomes a major problem. This is emphasized by th e
family he chooses to portray, which is the stereotype of
a "perfect " household. One does not expect to see in
the Nelson 's family problems such as nervou s break downs , a total lack of sensitivity to others ' feelings, or
violence inflicted on other members of the family. In
essence, David's return disrupts the mindless happ iness
th at the "Nelsons -have strugg led to preserve.
I am hesitant to call "Sticks and Bones ' a didactic
play. The problem is certainl y presented and at times
virtuall y forced down the audience 's throat. It has to
be presented in such a strong manner , because it is
something most peop le would rather ignore. Neverthe less, Rabe doesn 't offer any real solutions. Evidentl y,
that is the responsibility of anyone related to soldiers
who fought in Viet Nam.

For those willing to travel farther , Boston offers
innumerable possibilities and most are well publicized. One little known program is the Museum
of Fine Art 's "Ea rl y Mysic Series. " This organi zation will offer two concerts. On February 1
at St. Paul' s Church on Bow and Arrow St. in
Cambrid ge, Thomas F. Kelley will direct two , 12th
century liturg ical dram as. J ontine Noorman , mezzosoprano , and William Zukof , counter-ten or, will be
featured soloists. This type of drama can be jpaite
beautiful. Usually very simple in staging and text , ,
it is enhanced by music of the period and a stylized
grace. On February 8 at Harvard 's Saunders Theatre ,
a program of courtly music from the 14th-l6th
centuries for voice and lute will be presented.
Ticket information for both shows, can be obtained
by writing to ; Earl y Musi c Series , The Mus eum of
Fine Art , Boston , Mass.
Whil e you 're in Boston, the M FA's collection of
Monet' s paintings have all been cleaned and restored ,
and are now open to the public. The museum houses
one of the finest collections of Impressionist painting
in the world and boasts forty of Monet 's works; it is
well worth a visit.
J anuary is a busy month for art exhibits and there
are several op ening in the area. At U.M.O., 25 orig inal
lith ographs by English satirist and cartoonist Ronald
Searle will be on display, as well as a "fan ciful" collection of watercolors entitled "Mexi co" by Tom
Hamil. If you find yourself near the DeCordova Museum
in Lincoln , Mass. , a large collecti on of wa te rc olors done
by New Eng land artists will be on display. Called "New
Eng land in Win t er ", the exhibit will run through J an. 22.
Among the 44 contributing artists are Mich ael Sorrontino
and J ohn Laughlin.
And if you are looking for lighter entertainment on
the whimsical side, a children 's museum in Cape Elizabeth
has just opened. Hours are from 3-5 on Thursdays and
2-4 on Sundays. The trip up would probabl y be worthwhile just for the beauty of the area , with t he museum
offering a quiet escape.
Or, go hear "Alexande r 's Feast '' at the Rockport
Opera House. This group which combines medieval ,
Renaissance , and earl y American music, with light humor
and easy audience rapport , are wonderful. Proficient
in at least 25, instruments, between five members , they
are a finely tuned performing grou p which manage to
create the atmosphere of a small pub , even in a gian t
audi torium. They will appear in Rockpor t, Me. on J an.
15 at 4:30 p.m. Tickets cost $2.50 and can be obtained
by writing to: Bay Chamber Con certs , Winter Series,
box 124, Rockpor t Maine 04856 , or calling (207)-236;
4761.
Cer t ainly one can 't hope to mention all the possibilities
in the area, and as time progresses , more and more pro gra ms will be publicized. But hopefully this article
has demons trated the wealth of cultural events within
reach.

Noh Drama
by Brig itte Raqu et
An exciting dramatic concept will be introdu ced to
Colby this coming J anuary. Akira Matsui , a J apanese
professional actor , will be at Colby in the capacity of
Actor-in-Residence . He will be explaining and demonstrating Noh Theatre. Noh Theatre is the oldest continuous living drama in the world , having been founded
in the fourteenth century. Its style is similar to Kabuki , but while Kabuki emphasizes drama , Noh functions on a level closer to- dance , as well as being more
stylized.

There will be two films dealing with Noh Theatre
pr eceding Mr. Matsui 's arrival. "Noh and the Kyogen
Styles of J apanese Theatre " will be shown J anuary 10;
"Folk Ada ptations of Noh and Bunraku Styles of J apanese Theatre " will be shown J anuary 12. Both films
will be presen ted in Rose Chapel .
Mr. Matsui will teach Noh drama classes open to all
those interested from J anuary 16 to J anuary 21. These
classes will be held in the Runnels dance studio , Mr.
Matsui will conclude his visit on the 21st when , at 8 p.m.
in Strider Theatre , he will give a performan ce of N oh
Theatre.
This experience will probabl y be of parti cular inter est to those students who saw the Kabuki performances
¦last winter. Mr. Matsui , who has studied Noh Theatre
at the Kita School in Tokyo for twenty -six years, promises to be an active and fascinating fi gure at Colby this
J anu ary.

Steamba th Simmering
On J anuary 26-28, Powder and Wig in association
with Esmaris Brother. Productions will present St eamba t h
by Bruce J ay Friedman. Directed by Aaron Leben ger
the produc tion will star J oe Piatczyc , G eoff Becker ,
Chery l Pet ers , and J im Baer. It is a comedy about dead
people. They are in a steambath (I bet you figured
tha t already. The title is a dead giveaway. ) and they
meet a Puerto Rican jani tor who, believe it or no t, is...
er... God.
There are serious under tones to the play. It explores
such themes as life, dea t h , eterni t y, hali t osis , and sex.
Not necessarily in that order , If you wish to reaffirm
you r fai th or maybe lose it, or perha ps just give it a
quizzical , penetra ting look , get a Steambath. this J an
Plan. Wha t else have you done latel y for your heal th?

—^musie

"Footloose " Stewart
Losing It?
by Chris Congdon
Is Rod Stewart simply past his songwriting prime or
perhaps made creativel y anesthetized by the tax breaks
of life in sunny Southern California? May be he 's still
the best artist around , as legions of Stewart fans and
critics alike continue to claim. Foot Loose and Fancy
Free , however , is the last in a series of solo efforts that
make that last theory impossible to swallow. As his career unfolds , it is becoming clear that the latest stuff
has been too undemanding ly received, and overrated ,
even when merely accepted as sufficient.
In some ways this album is a lesson in what not to
do when making a record and at the same time, what
you should do when try ing to sell records.
For one thing, Stewart 's problems with the "group "
concept causes great difficulties. He's . returned to the
road and the studio with a new band based musicadly, if
not spirituall y, on Faces, even if only because they art
the first working band since that time. Every bit as unpolished , and considerabl y less talented , than Faces , th ey
must be allowed to run amuck if they are going to be
good. Unfortunately, producer Tom Dowd continues to
insist on rock and roll as vanilla ice cream and abuses
one of its greatest singers in the process. There are
three guitars in Stewart 's new band , and three guitars
are never supposed to sound clean. Here they sound
like they 're going to get fined for stepp ing on each other 's toes. Hell, they should be slugging it out for the
spodi ght. By imposing such a sterile sound , Dowd has
destroyed Stewart 's attempt to return to basics and a
rougher more human sound. When he yelps , ending
wh at is supposed to be a pregnant musical bre ak during
Born Loose, no attempt , or else an unbelievabl y poor
ore , is made at hiding a tasteless and destructive electronic echoing. I don 't have any idea why Stewart puts
up with this , except the fri ghtening thoug ht th at he
agre es , in which case, I would rather think he is being
used. It seems a great , but artisticall y misguided rocker
is in conflict with the pressure to be a superstar. The
sad thing is, it 's good enough to get by and consequently, isn 't likely to be the first ste p to any sort of improve
ment.

Then there is the material , much of which doesn't
deserve mention , and most of which does not even equal
that from A Night on the Town . Even thoug h they
are not labeled as such , one side of Foot Loose and
Fancy Free^j s fast and one is slow, as with his past efforts. Side one proves that Stewart 's hard rock machine is running on E, and side two proves that Britt Ekland makes for very poor love songs, even after she is
gone. Hot Legs on side one opens with chords and a
riff lifted intact from Balltrap on A Night on the Town ,
and lyrical as well as thematic retreads from Stay With
Me: "You can love me t 'night if ya want , but in the
mornin ' make sure you're gone." No wonder it contains a lyric- sheet without the lyrics. Stewart 's voice
is one of the greatest in die history of R&R ; able to
carry almost any song. But here it is dubbed over anyway, so we get to hear at least two of rocks greatest
voices on many words , mining even the effect of hearing his voice. Yoifre Insane is a preposterous and embarrassing foray into die desolate world of disco. Perhaps the best cut of the record , You 're in My Heart ,
restores my faith to a degree in both his songwriting
taste and often inestimatable singing ability. Lyricall y,
he stays away from anything extreme or potentiall y
alienating without becoming banal or pop . The instru mentation is simple, usually a single acoustic guitar , and
Stewart 's warm , almost humble feelings pou r out in a
most believable fashion . Born Loose is standard, but
listenable Stewart stuff , suffering from sanatize d produc tion , somewhat confused arrangement (particularly a
misplaced and misplayed harmonica) and as usual , an
unfulfilled potential to be genuinel y rowdy.
Side two does a litde : better , despite an elongated , unasked for , awkward , and generall y bad cover of // Lovin
You is Wrong I Don 't Want to be Right. You Keep Me
Hangin On is a classic examp le of Stewart as the master
interpreter. A slightly pretentious arrangement and undue length are overcome by the sheer weight of his .
voice. / Was Only J oking is a touching and ironic Stewart original which carries the honesty of someone singing his own song, combined with the disc 's most successful melody and arrangement.
I guess the album 's good moments , / Was Only J oking,
and You 're In My Heart particularl y, make the album
worth owning, despite the fact I' m not into pi ckin g up
the tone arm every other song to avoid some annoy ing- ly bad material. I may even listen to the record a lot ,
but much of the time , I 'll be lamen ting that as far as
innovation and creativity go with Rod , it's all over now.

dance
"Pur e Pleasur e "
by Barb Shemin
On November 18 and 19, the Colby Dancers gave
their fall performance. The numbers were imaginative
and well-danced ;- The program contained two acts with
three numbers in each. It was a pure pleasure to watch.
"Spanish Dance and an Impression of Flamenco
Dance " was first. Dan ced by the faculty advisor to the '
group, Tina Mitchell-Wentzel , it was choreo grap hed by
Daniel Nagrin , who came to Colby last year on a grant
to teach . The dancer 's movements at first are very
s tiff , accentuated by the harsh lighting. The mood becomes freer and more flamenco -like as the dance progresses. The piece was beautifull y executed by Ms.
Mitchell who demonstrated both control and sensitivity.
Next was
Top to Bottom , " choreograp hed by
, J enny Barber and danced by. J enny Barber , Pam Ellis,
' Karen Sulkala and Frank Wirmusky. It had a nice ,
light tone , genuinel y humorous , as the dancers , thr ee
short girls and one tall man , explored the relationshi ps
between sizes and men and women.
"Swan Song" finished the first act, danced by Ellie
Klopp, choreo grap hed by Tina Mitchell-Wentzel with Sally Sweitzer providing amazing vocal effects. The dance
is one of evolution , either universal or personal. The
dancer progresses from a Charlie Chap lin fi gure to a
wicked city woman to an orp han waif and then-ever yone must decide for themselves what the loss of innocence entails. It was beautifull y danced by Ms. Klopp.
"Siaman g" started off the second act , danced by
Ellie Klopp and J on Smith , choreograp hed by Ellie
Klopp. Siaman g is a type of monkey and the two dancers became increasin gly monkey-like and . happ ier as the
dance progressed , co-ordinately their movements beauti f ully.

announci ng
Lord of the Flies will be shown on December 6 at
7:00 and 9:00 p.m. in Lovejoy 100,

On J anuary 15, Ad el H einri ch will lead a M essiah
Sing in Lorimer Cha pel at 4:00 p.m.
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. Febru a ry 1, in Given Auditorium , G ord on Bowi e will
direct the Colby Band in an informal concert.
Stu-A Films will present "Arseni c and O ld
Lace " directed by Fran k Capra as its final film of

the semester. It witl be shown on Dec. 7 at 8 PM
in LJ 100. Admission will be $1,

The Colby Outing Clu b will sponsor a square
dance featuring the Morning Star String Band on
Thursday , Dec. 8 at 8 PM in Dana dining hall.
Admission will be charged.

As a prelude to the Bergman Film Festival in J anuary,

Tbe Ritual will be shown on December 8 at fliOO p.m.

in Lovejoy 100. Admission will be charged.

The Friends of Music will sponsor a "S tudent Night "
on February 7 at 7; 30 p.m. in Given Auditorium. Studen ts are invited to participate .
Stu-A will present the following films duri ng J an
Plan . Admission to all nun s will be $1.00 and they
will be shown at 7:00 and 9<30 in Lovejoy 100.
J anuary 9; The last Picture Show
12: San Francisco and It Happen ed One Night
15: Tom J ones
19: Forbidden Planet
22: A Hard Day's Night and Let It Be
. 261 Tbe Sword in tbe Stone
29: Doctor Strangelove
February 2: Citizen Kane
51 Midnight Coxoboy
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This was followed by "In Trutina , " choreographed by
Beth Forsy the and danced by J ennifer Barber , Beth Forsythe and Nancy Klumpp. I felt it was the weakest
number in the pro gram. There was a sense tha t the
dancers were try ing t o por t ray the idea of shape and
balance , but no clear pro gression.
"Trou t" finished the program . Choreo graphed by
Tina Mitchell-Wen tzel and danced by Spinner 0'Flaherty ,
jon Smith and Tina Mitchell-Wentzel. "Trou t, " its centrol metap hor was of rainbow trout constantly swimming
up stream , was abou t the comraderic amon g dancers.
Par ts were very funny as the dancers did a take-off on
the more bizarre poses of modern dance. However , it
was too long for t he limi ted amoun t of movemen ts and
ideas it seemed to contain.
The arran gement of the second act was at fault , althoug h this was probably due to necessity, as dancers
were in more than one number. "Siamang " should have
been placed before "Trou t " t o lighten the mood of the
second acp as "From Top to Bottom " did so effectively
in the first. Overall , it was an exciting performan ce.
Generally all the facets of the production , ligh t ing, costumes and music, were very well done. The spring production of the Colby Dancers is eagerly awaited by all
thole who attended their fall produ ction and those who
unfor tunately did not. .
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Continued f r om pag e one
outside of the Lovejoy building. When the faculty denied students the right to listen, by refusing to turn- on
the broadcast system, an important precedent was set.
This precedent clearly questioned students' right to any
policy-oriented decision , and dealt a severe blow to the
demonstration. The formation of a Common Sense
group played an integral part in the events of the next
few months. Students sat in at Eustis, debated plans of
attack among themselves, and researched the problem of
academics, by comparing Colby's course load, to comparable schools. In the end, all of this went to no avail. The motion was modified so that it would only
take its effect on this year's freshman , and subsequent •
classes. The saving grace to the whole matter lay in the
formation of a committee to study graduation requirements.
March and April also saw a decision by the Maine
State Legislature and Governor Longley to raise the
drinking age to 20. Efforts were made throughout the
state to petition for a referendum; with the hope of delaying this decision until a vote could have been taken
this fall. These efforts fell short, and the law stands today as is. In effect the law has knocked out over half
of Colby 's eligible drinking population. The Pub, which
is slated to open du ring Jan Plan, has been placed in a
very precarious position .
This was one reason wh y, during the first weeks of
the fall semester, Dean of Students Earl H. Smith announced a revised alcohol policy which has had a majof
effect on social life at Colby. The major point of the
policy concerned the prohibition of unlicensed sales of
alcohol anywhere on the Colby campus. Currently a
committee has been formed in an effort to modify the
policy.
On the sporung front , last spring was one of high
emotions. In March , afte r a sentimental return to Colby, coach Jack Kelly stepped down again as head hockey
coach. In April, basketball forward Paul Harvey received
the highest honor to date in his brilliant career. Harvey
was named Ail-American on the first team of Division III.
April also marked the opening of the Strider Theater,
dedicated to President Robert E.L. Strider in a brilliant
ceremony. Poet David McCord's wit and style raised
the level of the ceremony to a "rare and unique dimension." The theater has become an important aspect of
entertainment at Colby.
Other physical changes to the camptis progressed
steadily through the spring and summer months. Displaced by the renovation of Roberts Union , the college
bookstore had to be lodged temporarily in the hockey
rink. Dining hair hours and entrances were remodeled,
and to date, Roberts Union remains unfinished. The
Seeley G. Mudd science center is soon to be completed,
with classes slated for the spring of 1978.
~
ln May7 the class of '77 graduated from Colby. The
Commentement speaker was Bost on Gl obe Editor Tom
Winship, who spoke on the • 'quiet revolution. " The
senior class speak er , Awetu Simesso spoke on "humanism" as being the "ideal standard."
During t he summ er m on th s, construction progressed
on the Roberts and Mudd buildings, and an important
decision to move the Spa from its present location in
the library, to a new locale in the Union , was made.
Thc college was saddened by the death of its long-time
friend Doris Downing, assistant to the Dean of Faculty.
September marked the coming of the class of '81 and
the 100 year anniversary of thc Colby ECHO. The
freshman class arrived in the usual manner of "curbed
hysteria." Droves of parents and students made the
trek to the fieldhouse for regist rat ion , and all ot her
events soon fell in t o p lace. As for the ECHO, thc onehundre d year anniversary represented an important landmark in its history. The fine journalistic tradition of
t he ECHO , was apparent in this year's first issu e, where
they printed an exclusive story on Don Bolles, this
year 's Lovejoy Convocation recipient.
October brought with it an announcement of an importan t policy decision concerning academic dishonesty.
The statement was based on the assumption that students have the right to have examinations and all other
kinds of academic evaluation administered in a fair and
equitable manner, The statement included both practical and procedural methods to minimize the problem.
The Fall semester broug ht forth an important change
in the Colby Student Association. A referendum was

introdu ced by Committee Chairperson Sid Mohel , an d
will establish a representative assembly , made up of dor m
delegates. The Student Association Representative As-

sembly's function will be to improve the exchange of
information between the Student Association and the
student body.
In November, alter a year's research and study into
the problem of women's health, an Advisory Committee
on Health Services saw its' recommendations become
reality. It was a year ago that month, that 400 angry
. students faced President Stn*der in an emotion-filled Dana dining hall, armed with demands and ultimatums.
Last month, the Board of Trustees voted to add a
Health Associate who will deal with Women 's health problems at Colby. This decision nrmked an important step
forward for the committee system. The addition of a
Health Associate to the infirmaay staff , and the subsequent policy changes should be of great benefit to the
student body.
Another important development concerning the Board
of Trustees, was its' appointment of an ad hoc committee to make a comprehensive study of Colby 's athletic,
physical education and intramural programs. The finds
of this committee are at present still being looked into.

November also marked an important historical event
in the college's history-the 25th annual Lovejoy Convocation. Newsday Editor Bob Greene addressed the Convocation honoring the late Donald F. Bolles. Greene
spoke on the responsibility of the media, freedom of the
press, and the failures of modern-day. newspapeis.
Bolles was the first posthumous reci pient of the award.
In retrospect, 1977 was a year of concern on the one
hand, and dissapointment on the other. Student concern
ranged from women's health to pass/fail. This concern
was embodied in protests, student meetings, and even
sit-ins. Student discontent was caused by a variety of
factors, Among these were a raised drinking age, a pass/
fail snub, and displacement due to construction.
In all, the most outstanding feature of the year was
the change in social life. Student parties took on a
more private form , with the weekly "all-campus '" becoming a thing of the past. Seats became increasing
difficult to get in the library, and even the Wt was crowded on Friday nights.
There you have it, 1977-the year that was.
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Bob Greene - On A R esp onsible Media
Robert W. Greene, Suffolk Editor of Newsday and
president of Investigative Reporters and Editors Group,
Inc. , delivered this address on November 17 at the convocation posthumously bonomig Donald F. Bolles, investigative reporter for The Arizon a Republic , as the
twenty-fifth Elijah Parish Lovejoy Fellow.
My name is Greene. I am a reporter and an editor
I am here tonight to speak mot only of Don Bolles, but
also of the tradition in which he lived and <lied. It is
the tradition of public service reporting. The responsible
exercise of this tradition has earned the communications
media its memorable moments of greatness. Callous disregard of this tradition has occasionall y exposed us as
venal, craven and mani pulated.
Don Bolles died approximatel y 17 months ago at
the age of 46. A bomb destroyed his car and mortally
wounded him. Bolles was a fighter and he fought death ,
but his pitif ully torn body could not survive. First he
lost one arm , then a leg, then another arm. He died.
The subsequent history of events has shown that Don
Bolles was assassinated because of the stories that he
wrote. . They were investigative stories and they were in
the highest tradition of public service reporting.
Time, geograp hy, inadequate support and local
apath y—all are elements that have conspired to depri ve
The subse quent histor y of events has shown that
Don Bolles was assassinated...
Don Bolles of any reputation for greatness in his profes sion. But he was responsible , persistent and coura geous.
He sought out and identified those who chose to abuse
and corrupt their positions of power to the detriment of
the citizenry. And he died because he was doing his
job . He was a good reporter , if not a great one. He was
also a martyr. And martyrdom in a just cause is in itself
sufficient to merit the accolade of greatness.
Don Bolles is not the only member of our media to
die because h e s oug ht to find and report the truth.
There was Socrates , the preeminent commen tato r
on his times, who si pped from the bowl of hemlock rather
th an retract the truth as he had reported it. •There was Christ, The Man , the ultim ate teacher and
commentator on the raison d'etre of existence , who chose,
death by crucifixi on rath er than renounce His truth.
Th ere was, in our own nation , Elijah P arish Lovejoy
of Colby, the editor , who persisted in telling the truth
about the horrors of slavery and was torn to death
at his presses by an angry, pro-slavery mob.
Th ere was Ger ald Bradley, the Detroit radio announcer , who was machine -gunned to death in 1932
because he planned to name the members of the corrupt
cartel that was salvag ing his city.
There was Geor ge Polk, the network correspon dent ,
who was mysteriousl y murdered in post World War II
Greece when he dug too deep and went too far

It was...pconle like th«8c...th7at our forefathers
had in min d wh en t hey framed the Fir st
Amendm ent of the BUI of Rights.
i

in reporting on the real nature of that internal war
and the real nature of the involvement of other
nati ons-in the conflict.
And , there was Don Bolles.
Others have also suffer ed rather than deviate from
the path of truth or surrender thei r Consti tutional i
rights. There was Pete r Zetigcr in New York , tli e Sacramento Four , a still-blinde d Victor Reisel . And
t oday, facing detention in a Moscow , Idaho , jail
there is newspaper editor J ay Shelled y who chose imprisonment rather th an to reveal his sources of information.
The work of these men , and thc like work of
many other men and women in the media who have
paid a lesser price , represen ts the high water mark of
our greatness. It was, I am lure , people like these
and the media owners and editors who encouraged
them , tha t our forefathers had in mind when they
framed the First Amendm ent of the Bill of Rights.

The Fisst Amendment singles out the press for
special privilege when it comes to legal interpretations
of freedom. This uni que caveat was a succinct way of
saying that the press—now our entire communications
media—was of vital importance in our scheme of
democratic government and that any tampering with
its freedom to report could effectuall y thw art the very
essence of the Constitu tional design. No other craft
or profession , even the law, has such a specific
Constitutional guarantee of freedom. '
The debate surrounding the adoption of the Constitution and the Bill of Ri ghts clearl y demonstrates the
thinking of the Consti tutional framers. Giants , such
as Thomas J efferson , perceived the people as. the
government. The people were die substa nce. The
actual structure of government and the holders of
office were merely the form. If the people were to
govern wisely, they must be made aware of the continuing nature of law, economics , foreign affairs,
domestic policies. They must also be accuratel y
informed as to the activities , perf ormance and probity
of those acting as their representatives in government.
The only practical way in which the people could gain
this knowledge was and is throug F the" press. The more
the press ignored the form of what it was reportin g'
and concentrated on substance , the- more wisely the
people could govern. Hopefull y, the press would
report not just what others procl aimed to be the
truth , but also the truth itself.
Truth is the
. As Emerson so aptly phr ased it:
summit of being. J ustice is the app licat ion of it to affairs. '
But it is the nature of government to be selfperpetuating, eventuall y arroga nt and imbued with a
sense of self-preservation . If the press were to fulfil its
role in truthfall y reporting to the peop le, it was
inevitable that the press would occasionall y pose a.
threat to government and those in similar position
of power. It is also nat ural to assume that a government
thr eatened by the press , would seek to interdict the
...it was inevitable that th e press would occasionall y pose a threat to government and those
in similar positions of power.
pr ess. And it was precisely because of that eventuality
that freedom of the press was emphasized by specificity
in the Bill of Rights. For , as Franklin Delano Roosevelt remarked: "Truth is found , when me n are f ree
to pursue it. " Freed om of the pre ss, our forefathers
were convinc ed , was quin tessential to. government by
the people.
So, in the pursui t of truth and in the performance
of publi c service , we have produ ced our honor role
of heroes and organizations. It is a list studded with .
familiar names and situation : Pulitze r, Steffens , Watergate , Tarbell , M ollenh off , N elson , Hersh , The Bos to n
Globe, Newsday , The Chic ago Tribune , Fred F riendly
and Edward R. Mvrrow, Radio S tation KOY-Phoemx ,
Hora ce Greeley , and the Sacramento Bee. Large and
.
small, all have had their moments.
When the founders of our govern emnt chose to
emphasize freedom of the press , there was a non-art iculated but clearly expressed fai th th at our pres s
would be worthy of that freedom and would accept
the enormous responsibility that it entai led. This
responsibility was noted by thc late Zecharlah Chafee ,
J r., a pr ominent Boston lawye r and Harvard profess or.
Said Chafcei "Freedom f rom some t hing is n ot enoug h.
It should also be freedom for somethi ng. Freedom is not
safety, bu t opportunit y. Free dom oug h t t o be a ..
means to enable the press to serve the* proper functions ,
of commu nications in a free society.
*
Despi te out honor role, have we merited this
uni que freedom? In balance , I would think not. There ,
is hardly a college in this nati on that has not produced
a long succession of journalis ts, But less than a handful can boast a journalistic alumni with the coura ge
and tenaciousness of an Elijah Parish lovejoy.
In an age when more and more of our newspapers
are being purchase d by corpora te cong lomera tes pur
value too often is judg ed not on editori al excellence,
bu t in multi ples of annual earnings , And , in pursui t

.of those earnings , we put increased emphasis on what
the publicjvants to know instead of what it ought to
know. On the cOTpom e reward scale increased circulation figures, jumps in Nielsen rating and surges in
ad linage, overshadow Pulitzer prizes and Peabody
awards. It is no wonder , in these circumstances , th at
S.I. Newhouse , Rupert Murdoch and Roone Arledge
play powerful roles in the industry.
There axe some notable exceptions to this trend.
The Times-Mirror Corporation , for which I work , is
an outstanding examp le.
In an age ivhen more and more of our newspapers are being purchased by corporate conglomerates our value too often is judged not
on editorial excellence , but in multi ples of
annual earnings.
In what is inaccuratel y known as the age of
investigative jour nalism , few newspap ers, radio and TV
networks employ investi gative reporters , much less
investi gative teams , and few even give competent
reporters the time or financial support to responsibly
purs ue stories of an investigat ive nature. Some of this
is deliberate. Depth reporti ng and investi gative
reporting have been known to en rage some advertis ers,
lead to circulatio n boycotts , to pred pitate expensive
libel suits. " On their scale of priorities , too many publisher
and editor place avoidance of all three high above the
chance to rende r public service .
There is also the less deliberate aviodance. Many
publishers earning substantial profits for them selves
or their stockholders squeeze out extra dollars by ,
keep ing their editorial staffs undermanned. Harried city
editors and assignment editor s, faced with short staff
and gaping d ail y news holes, are forced to opt for
the less time-consumin g story—the form , "but not the
substan ce. And , in this rather general broadside , I do
not excuse the editorial craft unions which , havin g
per f orm ed a mu ch needed j ob , now encourage mediocrity
and punish reporters who wish to devote their own tim e
to developing sources and improving their own kn owledgability.
How many pap ers are there like the Boston Globe
or the Chicago Tribune that sometimes field as many
as three investigative teams simultaneously in th eir ,
incessant battle to scourge corruption from the local
body politic? Or like Newsday, that will spend in
excess of $5 0,000 every year to bring its readers a
'
special voter 's guide , or eigh t mon ths and spend cl ose
to $200,000 to learn the source of heroin coming to
Long Island? How many networks are there like
CBS that dare to bring you the Murrow reports on
Sen. J oseph McCar thy, the Boston bookie expose and
t he Arizona Pr oje ct ? Very few.
Even our curren t heroes arc not exempt. Watergate was on exception , not a rule for the Washington
Post. And the New York Times so concentrated upon
becoming a na tional fixture that it could not hear the "
death rattles of its own New York City. Its current
excursion into an examin ation of Third Avenue
bou t iques , Houston Stree t delicatessens , and the deli ghts
of a f reshl y-made chocola te mousse offers little in the
way of rede mption. These are two of our finest
newspapers. No one can forget the courage th ey
showed in the pursuit of Wat ergate or thc Pentagon
Papers. Bu t even they lack consistency in the
pu blic in teres t.
No one can for get the coura ge th« y showed in
the pursuit of Watergate of the Penta gon Pa pers.
But even they lack consistency...
Recen tly" , I had the honor to address a group of
some 500 students at Boston Un iversit y. Fired by
Watergate and a vision of' the communicati ons media,
as it was seen by the framers of our Constitution ' more
than 300 of those students stated th at they intended
to become investi gative report ers. Similar situations
have been repor ted from journalism schools th rou ghout

the nation. What a tragedy! What cynicism we will
bireed in this Incoming generation when it learns that
the vast bulk of the communications media offers them
little encouragement or opportunity to become
even perceptive reporters.
I would submit that we have had our moments
of greatness and we will have them again. But at this
moment in time, most of our industry is no more
deserving of special Constitutional preference than
General Motors, Lockheed Aviation or the Ideal Toy
Company. Our ability to present the news in form if
not substance, is unparalleled. But our inability to
comprehend our public service responsibilities would
lead a current-day Otto von Bismarck to repeat his
observation that "A newspaper writer is someone
(&ho has failed in his calling."
So bitter is our intermural competition for
advertising and circulation dollars that we give only
lip service—if that-to the defense of our colleagues
when they are subjected to attacks upon their First
Amendment rights. How many newspapers and broad-lcasting newworks filed in support of The Washington
Post and The Neva York Times when the government
sought to prevent the publication of the pentagon
papers? And where is the outraged voice of the print
media in the face of continued government insistence
that it has jurisdiction over the type and quality of
news programs presented by radio arid TV? And how
intensive is the spotlight that we play upon reporters
like Jay Shelledy who are jailed because they refuse
to reveaT'their sources of information? Why else do we.
care so little? It cannot be ignorance of the fact that
only massive collective repsonse in the face of all
V "first Amendment threats will keep us from being
"individually but systematically deprived of our freedom.
The killing of Don Bolles was the ultimate depnvation of his First Amendment rights. He was murdered
because of wh at he wrote and because he might write
more of the same. Bolles was one of a kind in Arizona.
His newspaper, hopelessly co-opted by the reigning
power structure, cracked his shield and blunted his

...the assassination had served its purpose. And
this successful method could hardl y escape the
notice of other power brokers...
sword. But he was still capable of an occasional thrust.
With the death of Bolles, a powerful voice was stilled.
Even if his murderers were apprehended , the assassination
had served its purpose. And this successful method
could hardly escape the notice of other power brokers
(^ other ' parts of the country faced with similar
exposure problems at the hands of the press. They are
only too well aware that pawns are readily expendable
in pursuit of a queen .
The inherent threat involved was more quickly
perceived by the reporters of this nation than by its
publishers and network presidents. And it was a
reporters' organization, the Investigative Reporters and
Editor 's Group, that decided that the time had come
for a collective response. The plan was to establish
an investi gative reporting team, broadly representative \
of the communications media, which would go into
Arizona to expand upon and conclu de Bolles work.

Vengeance was not the motive. The team would not
and did not work on the Bolles murder. It was an
attempt to show that the solidarity of the American
communications media is such that it is ready and willing
to finish a reporter's work anytime and anywhere to
demonstrate that assassination is an ineffective weapon
against our First Amendment rights.
The nation-wide call was made for volunteers.
And from this whole nation, 21 publishers, one local
radio station (CBS-Boston) and one small TV station
agreed to supply reporters and pay their expenses for
periods ranging fr om eight days to six months. The
volunteers were highly predictable: The Boston Globe,
Newsday, The Miami Herald, The Detroit News, The
Kansas City Star, The Indianapolis Star, The Chicago
Tribune. The Denver Post, The Eugene Register-Guard,
The Arizona Star and other, smaller papers with a long
tradition of public service.
...I am second, to no man in my enormous respect for A. M. Rosenthal. But his reasoning...
was charged with big-paper elitism....
Opposition to the project, strangely, came from
two of our nation's foremost editors, Benjamin Bradlee
of The Washington Post and A.M. Rosenthal of The
New York Times. Bradlee variously remarked that
investigative reporters were too egotistical to work
together and that it was an-ogant for outside reporters to
feel that they could do a better job in Arizona than the
local press. History has since proven Mr. Bradlee's
assessment to be incorrect.
More provocative, however, were the thoughts
A.M. Rosenthal of the Times. He said: "One of the
great strengths of the American press is its diversity and
competitiveness. We shouldn't be getting together? If
a story is worth investigating, we should do it ourselves.
If you do it on this story, why not on other stories?
Why doesn't everybody get together and investigate
everything; you'd soon have one big press and no
diversity."
As a veteran of more than 25 years in our industry,
I am second to no man in my enormous respect for
AM. Rosenthal. But his reasoning in this instance was
charged with big-paper elitism and totally lacking in
comprehension that the Arizona Project was far Less
of a quest for a story than it was the first attempt at
collective media response to the ultimate First Amendment challenge.
The fact that a giant like A.M. Rosenthal could
not think in these terms is, I fear, a most serious
indicator of our problem. His reasoning is also curious.
Because there is a trend towards economic collectivization
in the American print media and it is done in the name
of preserving press diversity. I refer to the pooling of
production, advertising and circulation departments
by some of our larger papers operating in the same
cities. This practice is now in effect in 22 U.S. cities
including Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Miami and San Francisco.
The argument, as advanced in thc Newspaper Preservation
\ct, is that Vivo newspapers with diverse editorial
voices in the same city sometimes can only survive
if they pool their production costs.
Obviously, when it comes to profits, the American
newspaper industry has no philosophical reservations

about teaming up to share operational expenses. Nor
do I deplore this. It is the nature of our society that
any business, including the media, must make a profit
if it is to survive. But I seriously doubt if our
industry can successfully offer maximum profit to its
stockholders in head-on competition with other industnes
and still effectively maintain an expensive public service
profile.
.
Nor is Rosenthal's reasoning any less cunous when
applied to the editorial side of the ledger. As Willaim
Sexton, associate editor of Newsday, recently noted,
The New York Times is a member of Associated Press,
a news-gathering collective formed by the American
newspaper industry so that all members could abtain
the same news stories at lower cost. And The New
York Times has salesmen spread throughout the country
asking other newspapers to buy for publication reportage
of news events by New York Time's reporters. Here
it would .seem that the Times is in the business of selling
news collectivization.
Mr. Rosenthal's reasoning is also taken to task by
Columbia University journalism Professor Melvin Mencher
in the current edition of the Columbia J ournalism
Review. He writes: "If the choice is between journalistic cooperation and, say, a Watergate inquiry left to^
a captive Justice Department, where does trie public
interest lie? Would appraisal of water rights in the
West best be left to the attention of a state agency
_, . sympathetic to agribusiness? Finally, given a choice
between waiting for a large news organization such as
The New York Times or The Washington Past, to take
up a subject, or forming a reporting group from smaller
newspapers or broadcasting stations, isn't the pooling
of resources the more responsible course?"
Mr. Rosenthal's reasoning is also taken to task
by Columbia University journalism Professor
Melvin Mencher...
Naturally, I agree'with Professor Mencher. The
Arizona Project , of course, was unique. Newsday, for
example, had the financial resources and talent to field *'
its own team in Arizona. This was the first inclination
of Newsday publisher William Attwood and editor David
Laventhol. But this would have been the very storyhunting envisioned by A.M. Rosenthal. Because it was
important that the Arizona Project be an industry-wide
response, Attwood and Laventhol endorsed the concept
of the project and gave it unstinting financial and
leadershi p support. This same selflessness was demonstrated by all of the other media organizations involved.
If smaller newspapers and radio and- TV stations
are to properly exercise their public service responsibilities on a local and regional basis, pool reporting
on a team basis may well be the most effective and
economic answer. And for even larger papeis and the
electronic newtorks selective pool reporting may be
the most effective method of handling such major
public quandries as the Warren Commission Report
and the Martin Luther King assassination. Reporter
Carl Bernstein recently told an IRE convention that the entire Watergate story would have surfaced much
sooner if the three or fou r major newspapers working on
the story had pooled their information. "We all had
a piece of it," said Bernstein , "and together, the
pieces made the whole."
The Arizona Project was a pioneer experiment.
It worked. So says the vast majority of thc participating newspaper and CBS radio. So says all of the
leading law enforcement authorities in the State of

...the Ariz ona Pro ject points the way to further
experiments of its kind.
Arizona. So says such recognized experts on investigative reporting as Bernstein, Clark Mollenhoff and Jim
i Polk. More importantly, says the Columbia J ournalism
Review, the Arizona Project points the way to further
experiments of its kind.
If the Arizona Project can stimulate inqjeased
interest in public service reporting and broaden participation in such reporting by tlie American communications
industry, the tragic . death of Don Bolles will have
become meaningful.
And on that day, when we all embrace our responsibilities .to truly and courageously inform the
people, we will be deserving of the First Amendmen t
to our Bill of Rights.
Lovejoy Speaker Robert Greene with President Strider photo by Nancy J . Paterson
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Whitmore Writhes
On Bench
by Rus Lodi
Due to some vague new rules governing coaches
conduct on the sidelines , basketball mentor Dick
Whitmore has had to harness his courtside manner this
winter.
In the past , Whitmore style has been hyperact ively
flamboyant. He sometimes would strut up and down
the floor , bellowing at his players to move into differ ent positions . Sometimes, he'd stand atop the bench
for long periods ; other times he 'd spread himself out
on the floor in a push up position and wat ch the action
for minutes at a time.
One of his more memorable shows was against
UMO four years ago. Colby had a good team that
year (Brad Moore , Gene DeLorenzo et. al) and wias
battling its larger foe tooth and nail into the final .
minutes. Wadsworth Gym was jammed and every heroic play was acknowled ged with a thunderous ovation
that to this day , has not been dup licated.
Well, "Whitmore got in the act too because after one
clutch play, he virtually did a rain dance to center
court , insighting the alread y fervent fans to go hog wild.
The referees , seeing how Whitmore was contro lling the
crowd , slapped him with a technical - a decision which
riled the crowd even more . The game continued to be
a nip and tuck affair until the buzzer , but as the
clock ran out , a UMO jump shot tickled the twine and
Colby lost by one slim point.

Coach Whitmore under wraps,

Photo by Geoff Parker

Whitmore 's actions contributed to the excitement of
this game and this is something the rule makers her e
decided to stop . In restricting the coaches activities
to the ben ch , they will be more able to concen t rate
on the court action . Whitmore , ever aware of his own
actions , has decided to use a seat belt to curb his
active!/ raucous outburst s. So, when a referee who
knows Whitmore 's reputation takes a peak at the Colby
bench to sec how the coach is doing, he will see Whit more writ hing in his choir , restrained by a scat belt
tha t pins him to the bench ,
A.D. Richard McGee has ordered thr ee extra belts ,
just in case Whitmore breaks the first two. I think
Whitmore might break one, before the year 's out , jus t
to district the ref or incite die crowd at a crucial
moment , In any event, the belt will be an entertaining
fixture tt courtside.

Women 's Hockey : No J oke
by Don Deker
Women's hockey, eh? This is something I've got to
see. It must be like rollerderby-bunch. of amazons
slamming each other around. I think 111 take a tr ip to
Alfond Arena , and see for myself, just what these cra zy
chicks , these women hockey players , are doing.
So I went down to the fieldhouse , thr ough the lobby
and into the dar k tunnel behind the gym. 1 stepped
out of the dark ness into a lighted arena , glitterin g with
flashing blades and sparkling spray , a few steaming bodies along the board s. I half-expected to see pig-tailed ,
wobbley -ankled girls teetering down thc ice on figure
skates , clutching the boards for support. Instead , I saw
players hurtling over the blue line, deking defensewomen
deftly. They must be doing a one-on-one drill , I thoug ht.
A defensewornan , legs spread wide, alert and experien ced, eyes intent upon the oncoming forward' s midsection , was not fooled by her neat offensive stickwork.
She lept upon the forward' s cut to the outside. With a
sudden . shift in balance , the forward faked inside, and

Icemen Cometh

flashed by the hap less D. She wound up to shoot. I
was startled by the shot 's sharp report against the boards ,
setting the plexi-glass aquiver. After watching plays
worked out in three -on-ones and in scrimmage , I was
impressed. That goalie especially, boy, is she quick!
I decided to ask around about the team. They 're
National Collegiate Champs! Every season they 've had ,
has been a winning one. The team is young , but so is
the sport . Their schedules have filled out in the last two
years , including two tri ps to Canada . What a deal! I
hear that Canad ian teams and Boston-area clubs arc the
only ones that give the Mules much of a game. Wow!
They even have their own coach , a bona fide hockey
player. Man , they rea lly husde out there. And lots of
chatter -lots of spirit, thr ough-out practi ce. I hear they 're
famous for their spirit. The word is that some of the
older team members are kind of crazy.
There seems to be a hockey legacy on May flower
Hill. Now I'm really impressed , and that 's saying something. They 're toug h! Their grace and skill is tremen dous . I'm psyched for their home game in J anu ary.
I think you 'll be impressed , too.

by Gib Pitcairn
After five weeks of intensive practice , the varsity
hockey team, under the direction of new head coach
Mickey Goulet , has begun its '77 - 78 season.
The icemen played two pre-season games - against
the Univ. of New Brunswiclc and the Budweiser Kings over Thanksg iving break. The first contes t was characterized by hard-hitting, aggressive offensive p lay. Colb y
domin ated the first period and left the ice with a l - 0
lead by virtue of Mark Keliey 's twine - snapp ing wrist
shot.
In the second period , the Colby skaters played with
less steam , as they switched to an unfamiliar forecheck
system. Colby 's inability to app ly this plan enabl ed
New Brunswick to storm back.
"We allowed them to get bac k Ln the game and
score a few goals before wc could regain our momentum ," said Coach Goulet.
The Mules , th ough they neve r lost sight of victory,
ran out of time. This perseverance was best exempli- ,
fied by Tom Painchaud' s beautiful steal ajid back-hand
goal and Captain Tom Scanners tip-in goal with only
five seconds remaining. Overall , Coach Goulet felt that
the Mules were "offensively stron g and consistent , with
only a couple of defensive mistakes which came because
of a lack of game experience ."
Th e Saturday game following Thanksg iving was a
different story. Play ing against the Budweise'r Kings an amateur club of ex-college players - the Mules took
the lead and held it. Bill .MacLe an opened the scoring
in the first peri od and Ron Dumont added another before the period closed.
Mark Kelley continued the onslaught with a goal in
the second period and Bill Mac Lean sealed the King 's
fate with his second goal in tlie third period. Goalie
J oe Faulstitch , showin g his ampl e talent and cap abilit y,
rejected all shots except one which hit everything but
the ceiling before it got behind him. Thc Mules displayed a s t rong power play, stead y offense , stingy defense , and relentless penalty killing in a s t rong 4 - 1
win. Dumont stole the game honors as he dominat ed
in front of the net and in the corners. Man y of the
Kings were impressed and complement ary of the
Mules consistency and domination of the gome. One
player was especiall y impressed with the hustle , deter
mina tion , tuid controlled style of the Colby icemen.
The pre-season complete , the Mu les traveled to
New England College to open the season in wh at
proved t o be a terribl y emo tional game.
• The first period was all Colby, except on the scoreboard , Play continually centered around the Pil grim 's
net but Colby still mana ged to fall behind 3 • 0. Final'
ly, jus t before the end of the opening period , Dsn 0'
Hallo.an lif ted Colby 's spiri ts as he cleared out the
fron t of thc goal and ti pped in an excellent centerin g
pass ,
Sufficiendy sparked , the Mu lej staged a furious
second period rally, pump ing in three unanswered
goals. Scann el, Dumont , and newcomer Ed O'Fr ia

Peter Bishop 's footwork free zes puck.
D.M. Holtpn
accounte d for the goals and were responsibl e for sending New England to the locker room reeling - and
down 4 - 3 .
Unfortunatel y, the Pil grims managed to score the
equalizer in the thir d period. From this point , victory
eluded the Mu les despite the frantic efforts of Paul
Quar anto, Painchaud , Bob J ackson , Drew Thuwaites ,
Carl Lovejoy and Don Bolduc. Exciting offensive
efforts were turned in by the "White line " of Dumont ,
Scannel and Larry Sparks ; the "blu e lin e" of MacLean ,
Dale Hewitt and Mark Kellye i and the Green-Irish"
line of O'F ria , O'Hallo ran , and Pat Murph y.
- Disappointe d but undaun ted, th c Mules returned to
"Waterville to meet tlie University of Lowell.
Before a lar ge homd crowd, the Mule s begun very
str ongly and . seemed to be in control until Steve Scannel - Tom 's broth er - scored the fir st goal of the game
for Lowell.
As the Mules attem pted to come back , Lowell pumped in two more . Tom Scannel got Colby on the board
convertin g a 2 on 1 break , and Colby trailed at the
period , 3 - 1.
The Mules regrou ped and cam e out flying but
Lowell was able to hold on, answering goals by Scannel
and Kelle y , with three more of thei r own.
Except for the first period, the Mules played eventip with Lowell . They checked hard and relendessl y.
Goalie J oe Faulstitch inspired his teammates with many
touch saves and Chr is Morrissey returned front a knee
injury to add stabili ty to the defense.
Overall , Colby has a ta lented, stron g hockey team.
They have shown spirit , dedica tion , and a determination
to win - attributes coaches Goulet and J ack Leary
have been stressin g from day one. Finally, since
boredom and dis-satisfaction have become a social
disease here , I recommend the games at Alfond Arena
as an alternative to life in Miller Library. They should
be exciting.

Whitmore's Boys
Look Awesome

Swimmers Swamp
Brande is, Nichols

by Rus Lodi

At least on paper , the Colby College Male Basketball
team looks like a_i awesome squad. ' They have depth ,
experience , and youth ; and despite a lack of overwhelming height , they could generat e a lot of heat in Wadsworth Gyrr . this wint er.
In Paul Harvey and J im Crook , Colby has two veter an forward s who , in their senior years , would like nothing better than to scorch all oppositi on! Harvey - as
most of you know - was a Div. Ill All-Americ an last
year and he has picked up the pace again this year.
After doing thankless board work and scoring below his
avera ge Thursday night , he " found the range Saturday
for 31 points while also sweeping the boards for twelve
rebounds .
Cro ok , to me, is the glue of the team. Last year he.
was force d to play guard and did a commendable job ,
consistentl y sh owing excellent jud gement in passing the
ball to the open man. His keen court sense should be
a quiet force on this year 's teams . Crook is the player
that does the little thin gs that win ball games - whether
it be rescuing a guard from a press or tipp ing a rebound back up.
Workin g on the other side of Crook will be forward
Mark Lake or Da^id Harvey - two sophmores who saw
substantial game time last year. At 6'<5" and 6'2 "
respectivel y, they should provide tireless boardwork and
scoring underneath .
\
Behind those two bloomers is Frosh phenom Mike
McGee. In workin g from the bench in Colby 's first
two games, McGee has dem onstrated the ability to get
a basket anytime , anywhere. Coach Whitmore has
elected to use McGee as a sixth man , hoping that he
can provide a spark to the game on the floor. Statistics from the first two games show th at he provid edmore than a. littk flash - he scored 32 Thursda y
and
came back Satu rday with 20.
Scott Graffam will husde from the guard spot and
should specialize in tough defense and snappy ballhamdIing. Gre g Billington will spell Scott from time to
tim e, as will fresh man Matt Kaubris , Cr ook , and a host
of oth er playmakin g style guards.
The most impressiv e fact about this year 's team is
that Harve y will not have to be hot every night. Colby
has added the scoring power - especiall y with McGee to take the pressure off Harve y if he happen s to have
an off-ni ght. This type of flexible firepo wer should
guaran tee an exciting season for the team, its coach,
and the fans.

Lif e Of The Part y
by H al Bak er
Are you in the mood for something bizarre? Has
schoolworik and hum-drum Christma s Parties got you down? If so , you. might be in the mood to sponsor
an event that will definitel y lift your spirits.
In Paul KaziIori5s 7Colby has one of New Eng land's ,
top high jumpers. Last year , he won the states and
went on to secure place finishes in rep onal competiti on.
*
"Kaz" , is he is affectionately known around campus, is
also an enterpr ising young man. Everyday , he can be
seen hard at work behind the Roberts foodlin e as student manager.
Recently, in talking with "K az ", an interesting idea
was formulated. Say you wanted to have a dinner
party but you want ed it to be unique. If you don 't
have enough money to sponsor a Bermuda trip as a
door prize , "Kaz " might be your answer. J ust order a
fairly large tiered cake and surprise everyone at the
dinner by wheeling it out at thc meal' s conclusion .
Then while everyone is marv eling at the size of this
coke , quietly set up a high jump bar in fron t of the
cake. 1 At t his poin t Kaz , for a small fee, will race
from the kitchen totally naked and do a perfect "Fosbury Flop " over the bar and into the cake. The
si ght of Ka ;, descending from a hei ght of 6'8" int o a
coke will impress your guests, not only becaus e of its
bizarre nature but also because the leap will represent
a new Colby high jump record. Something like t his
might be wh at you need in the coming weeks.

by Nancy Seeds

Fierce board action in Thursday 's game.

G.C.P.

McGee Leads Colby
by J on Bees
The Colby basketball team opened its season.with an
impressive 94-7 1 win over UMF last Thursday ni ght.
Leading the Mules ' charge was freshman Mike McGee ,
dazzling the crowd and frustrating the defensive efforts
of a determined Farmington squad. McGee led all
scorers with 32 points , followed by a solid 31 point per formance by UMF's Camero n Brown.
First half play was tense and sloppy, with Farmington
controllin g the game with an effective fast break directed
by the dead -eye passing of Clayton Blood. The Colby
offense was slow to start, but still managed to keep
close in a see-saw battle. With 4:41 left in the half and
the score 30-29 in Farmington 's favor, Colby's co-captains J im Crook , Paul.H arvey, and David Harvey combined for eight unanswered points to create a 37-30
bul ge with 2:14 remaining. Once again Farmin gton rallied back , using a potent fast break , leaving a 42-39
half-time edge for Colby.
The Mul es exploded from the tip-off, with Paul Harvey igniting the team by crashing the boards and hust ling aggressively underneath. Colby stretched its lead
to 50-47, boosted by thc heavy rebounding and slick inside moves of Harvey and McGee. The Mules zone
press repeatedly caused costly turnovers for the UMF
squad, help ing Colby to a healthy 62-49 advantage with
9:09 to play.
From this point, Farmingt on 's lack of rebounding and
crippling turnovers , and the devastating play of McGee
and Harvey, gave Colby an exciting and optimistic beginning to this 1977-1978 season.

Outin g Club News
by Todd Masterman

There will be a square dance sponsored by th e Outing club Thursday night December 8th at 8:00 in Dana
Hall. The group performing will be the Mornings tar
String Band. The last square dance was i big success,
so come this Thursday and have fun before finals
start.
The Outing Club will be moving td its new room in
Roberts Union du ri ng the second week of J anuary.
Hel p will be needed in moving equipmen t from the
room in the basemen t of J ohnson to Roberts. Any
help would be greatly appreciated.
Equipment for Christmas vacation can be checked
out Friday afternoon, December 9th from 1 to 3 p.m.
in tlie outing club room , and only by ou ting club mem, bers , Anyone who wan ts to join the Outing Club may
do so in the Outing Club room 1 to 2 p.m. or 6:30 7:3 0 Monday thru Thursday. The membershi p fee for
tlie year is only $5.

The Colb y swimmers surprised their Coach Mike
Hodges with easy victories over Brandeis and Nichols
this past weekend.
Co-captains Brad Germ ain and Peter Dwyer , along
with Dave Van Winkle , led the scorin g parade enabling
the team to beat Bran deis by 54 points and Nichols by
73 points.
"I felt confident before the meet but I never expected the boys to win so handily, " said a happy Coach
¦
•
Hodges.
v,
Largel y, the double swamp ing was due to the overall
ph ysical shape of the Mules as they won every race
over 50 yards long.
The dominance of the swimmers gave divers Dian e
"Young and Paul a Hinckley the cue to each put together
10 beautiful dives ; and the Colb y lead moun ted .
Other noteworth y performances were Larry Bradley 's
hard fought freesty le win; J oel Solomon and J erry
Grower 's masterful one-two finish in the breas troke;
*
and Blake Hodess , Pete Hedber g and Bob McCurdy 's
place finishes , efforts that demonstrated the depth of
the swim team.
This Saturday 's wins put the team's record at 2 - .0.
Needless to say, the team looks strong, havin g lost
only one swimmer from last year (David Qui gley abroad) and gaining valuable addit ions like Al Donnenfeld , Marc Alperin , McCurd y, Hinckle y, Young, Melissa
Haussman and Ginny Low. The season promises to be
a winning one so save a date for one of the home
meets.

Squash:
200% Improved
by Mark Gorman

In what pr omises to be the most exciting season in
recent years , the 15 member Colby Varsi ty Squ ash squad
is tuni ng up for some stiff competition this winter.
The eight returnin g lettermen and seven squad newcomers
are eager and confident as they look forward to this
season's tou gh schedule. Official play began Friday and
Saturday with matches against Navy, Harvard , and Tufts.
Team captain Ben Thorndike , a product of Milton
Academy 's championship squash teams, says the team
looks bett er than ever this season. Thorndike attri bu tes his optimism to the improved calibre of Colby
squash recently, the depth given by some stron g fresh men , and the leadership of coach Doug Williams. / "¦
Thorndike is looking for strong performan ces from his returnin g lettermen , particul arly Andy Huber, Doug
Kaplan , and Brian Hoffmann. Ben is also expecting
good things from freshmen Champe Fisher and Fri tz
Folts-two enthusi astic additions to this year 's squad.
"Wi th the depth and strength of the newcomers , the
team will be playing more competitive squash than last
season , and building its ranks for next season as well,"
says Thorndike.
Asked abou t team morale , mos t agreed in a "200%
improve ment " over last year 's attitude-an attitude
which at times had been less than a winning one, and
which has often been given partial credit for the team 's (
mediocre record .
Credit for die improvemen t in both attitude and
play goes to coach Doug Williams, an ex-Colby squash
star himself. "We 've got to attribute a lot of our winni ng potential this year to coach Williams," claims
Thorndike .
Williams runs his team through a rigorous set of
daily drills which stress quickness, techni que , and
strate gy. For the least two weeks, Williams has had
the team playing ind ividual inter-squ ad ladde r matches
to tune up antl to determine this week's starters.
With new personnel , a new attitude , and lots of hard
work , the squash team is looking towards its best season
ever. For thcoming thrillers will be. home matches against
a toug h Middlebury team , and against rival Bowdoi n in
J anuary. With the hope that both the administration
ami the students will be befiind them this year , the
Colby Varsi ty Squash team is ready for any and all
challengers.

Win ter Track: A Three Rin g Circus
by Aaron Lebenger

Next comes the hurdles and the sprints. Everyone
can dig the sprints. Flat out speed , burn, baby, burn.
bumpsLike, later man. Only now we're gonna put speed
they
hurdles,
those
hurdles- in the way . They don't leap
ht
through
step over them as if they were running rig
will do
them. Dave Christophe, Doug and Paul Johnson
Pratt
the stepping here. Captain Rus Lodi and Warren
return to bum; the former will also broad jump, as will

Winter Track , the sport of circus lovers, is coming to
Colby this winter. Here is a sneak preview of what to
expect.
Starting off in Ring One are the weight men. You
know, those lumbering oxen with the large muscles who
grant a lot. Raw power, right? Wrong friend. Saunter
hold
over and have a closer look. Notice how they don t
sophmore Mike Bouryon.
egg.
the shot , but cradle it in their fingertips Uke a raw
Step right over to ring three ladies and gendemen,
doing
while
They don't throw it, but must gendy put it,
and
watch
the high jumpers and polevaulters" fly through
a flamenco in a tiny ring. Most of all watch that footthe air with the greatest of ease. The Mules are short
work. Nureyev would be proud. In a circle approximatejumpers as they only have one returning, but if PauL
high
ly six feet in diameter one must execute three perfect
Kaziionis
repeats his record breaking performances of last
veronicas while controlling a thirty-five pound weight.
year that should be enough. Losing CCB cham pion Ron
The weight men are more Leipzig Stallions than they are
Paret hurts in the vault, but J.C. (J ohn Crispin) should
Clydesdales. Power helps , but grace and balance is better.
fill
his shoes quite nicely, thank you. In the vault everyColby should be strong in the weight events despite the
• thing is needed. You've got to have speed , balance ,
loss of state chapion Rick Healey and the injured Bruce
strength, agility, and oh yeah- insanity. Run like hell and
Lampert, as Don "Kid Tough" Bowman and Ted Bolduc
plant the pole and pull up, up, up, then kick over, c'mon
are back to handle the chores-something they excel at.
kickj kjck and... free-fall.
Now for the geometry special. Watch Jon Bees,
Dan Ossoff, Phil Hough and company run around in circles, grinding out those laps like Oscar Meyer grinds out
sausage. Distance, endurance. Pains in the gut from Lack
of oxygen , something that increases in an indoor closed
arena Tough. Keep running and no smoking please.
The middle distance corps is deep, led by Captain
Bill
Getchell,
George Dolan, and Frosh Duncan Whitney.
by Rus Lodi
You gotta be able to run a near distance race at a near
Scoring in every event except one, the Colby Track
sprint pace. Neither fish nor fown, what the middle
Team defeated Fitchburg and Bentley 77V4 to 53V_ to
distance runner really needs is chutspah. Very conducive
39 in a tri-meet Saturday at the field house.
neurosis because he never knows quite what to do, yet
The tone of the meet was established early when Phil
must always be in control. Leads to a lot of exhastion
Hough and Jon Bees tu rned in strong mile performances.
too.
The race was close going into the last lap-a non-scoring
A track meet is a kaleidoscope of jumping, running,
Fitchburg runner had first , and eligible Fitchburg runner
throwing incorporating balance, grace, speed, power and
was second and following him was Hough, Bees, and a
endurance. The price is free, the facilities are first rate,
Bentley runner. As the runners rounded the balcony
and its more fun than a barrel of monkeys. See you
turn, they bunched together, each trying to make a
there Keeper of the Flame.
move. On the straightaway, Hough looked strong-up on
his toes, arms pumping-but the second Fitchburg runner
hung tough. Participants on the infield ran toward the
finish line to see the final yards and Hough emerged off
the final turn with a slim lead, which he held to the
finish, beating the Fitchburg fellow by two-tenths of a
second. Bees finished third , a second and a half off the
pace.
The gutty performances of the two milers gave the
m)
team a lift, as it was the first running event to be decided. Colby ran with confidence , piling up points in
every event, gradually building an insurmountable lead.
Durable George Dolan turned in a strong quarter mile
performance , leading from start to finish. Duncan
Whitney, looked strong in ou (kicking the field for a
win in thc 1000. Mike Bourgon long j umped 20'10"
to win and also placed second in the triple jump and
fourth in the dash. Warren Pratt looked promising
blazing to a 6.5 second place in the dash.
And the list goes on: Don Bowman and Ted Bolduc
went 1-2 in the shot as did John Crispin and Jeff
Bernard in the pole vault, And for the first time in at
least four years, Colby won the distance relay (4X880)
as the te am of Hough, Bees, Whitney, and football flanker
Bourgon, Pratt , and Fitch.burg 's Famswprtb f i r e out.
Mark Higgins coasted to an easy victory.

Team Exp lodes
In Firs t Meet

Women Pucksters Plucked By UNH
by Kathy Heicher t
The hockey players were hit hard by University of
New Hampshire, losing 8-4 last Saturday.
UNH jumped out in front early in th e game, 3 - 0 ,
and dominated most of the game by a 3-goal margin.
Mules were able to narrow the gap to 5 • J in the
second period, but "were overcome by greater depth on
the UHN bench and a well-executed offen se.
The gtime demanded optimum effort from all of the
players - especially from cx-Massport Jets goalie Stephanie Vrattos. She made spectacular saves under the pressure of a constan t barrage of shots-on-goal. This onesided a tt ack was due to Colby 's cri ppled line-up, Thc
first two offensive lines were diminishe d to four for-

wards. Coach Tom Leary filled in gaps by juggling
offensive and defensive players. Despite an almost fullgame stint, defensemen Lee Johnson and Carol Doherty
pocke ted Colby 's four goals. Lee Johnson racked-up
her first hat trick of the season: scoring in an unassisted defensive breakaway , one helped by Carol Doherty
and one assisted by Katie Pratt. Carol Doherty slid
one, across thc crease, aided by Lee. Two n ovices tested their blades on UNH ice: Melanie Wilson and Katie
Pratt.
The team will be bitclc to full strength, ready to
take on BC in Boston at 8:30 p.m., Monday.

Nancy Cbapin (22) intimidates opposing shooter.

Hoop Heroin es
Pocket Two
by Pat Hooper
The Colby women basketballers copped two victories
this past weekend, edging Stonehill 56-53 Friday ni ght
and overwhelming U Maine-Presque Isle Saturday.
Friday ni ght, after spotting Stonehill a fifteen point
halftime lead, Mule center Nancy Chapin led a furious
comeback by taking control of the backboards. Her
twelve second half rebounds, combined with a relenetless full court press applied by Jan Barker and Mary
Mitchell, whittled the Stonehill lead away.
With :29 seconds on the clock, Pat Valvanis sank two
free throws to break a 52-52 tie. Seconds later, the '
ever-present Chapin intercepted an errant Stonehill pass
and quickl y fed it to guard Mary Mitchell. Immediately,
she was fouled and given two foul shots. As the crowd
tensed, the little floor general cooly sank both shots,
icing the game for her team. Those two charity tosses
gave Mitchell nine for the game. Valvanis and Chapin
led the Colby scores with 17 and 16 points respectively.
Satruday afternoon , the girls had an easier time with
Presque Isle. Applying a full-court press from the opening tap, they quickly zoomed to a 12-2 lead and sustained the 10 point cushion to the half.
In the second half , Colby shot UMP1 off the court>
as Coach Gene DeLorenzo unleashed his 13 player offense. . Clearing the bench , the talented Colby sub-starters
swarmed aft over the court in an excellent display of
aggressive basketball. Susan Reilly and Nancy Leland
controlled the backcourt; Linda Alter and Moira .
Manning contributed several baskets from underneath.
As expected, Jan Barber and first game heroine
Mi tchell were all over the court.
The second half outburst was further fueled by
nearly perfect free throw shooting. Mitchell and
Valvanis combined to miss onl y one of twelve free
throws-much .to the frustration of Presque Isle. In fact,
t hese t wo didn 't do too badly on die court-they
combined for forty points in thc ball game. Nancy Chapin
chipped in with 10 points and ten rcbounds-the
reserves
did the rest.
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Photos by Douglas Af. Ho lton

News Anal ysis:

Colby South Afr ican Investments

by Shaw n Sut ner

At the Nov. 9 faculty meeting, Associate Prof. Patrick Brancaccio raised the issue of reviewing Colby College's stock portfolio , particularly with regard to stocks
of corporations that operate in South Africa.
At the time of the meeting Brancaccio was uncertain
as to the exact extent of these stock holdings-, he raised
the issue essentially in the light of recent developments
such as Smith College's divestiture of certain stocks of
corporations with commercial involvement in South Africa. Harvard, Brandeis, Smith and other New England
colleges and universities have been facing protests in recent months.
Brancaccio plans to make a formal proposal at the
next faculty meeting on Dec. 7.
Upon review of the Colby College Financial Report
of 1975-1976 and a list of about four hundred Arneri- '
can firms with subsidiaries or affiliates in South Africa
(based on a list compiled by the U.S. Department of
Commerce) it turns out that Colby holds common stock
of corporations investing in South Africa worth a book
value of $7,277,947 and an approximate market value
of $12,588,729. These stocks are investments of :
pooled endowments and similar funds.

Stu-A Meetin g —
No Quorum
by Nancy J . Paterson
T here was an informal meeting of the Student Association on Monday , Nov. 28 in Foss Lounge. The agenda
was short, but items discussed included the following:
The meeting was informal due to a lack of a quorum.
Five Stu-A members are necessary, and only Executive
Chairperson Ron Graham, Committee Chairperson Sid
Mohel, Public In formation Chairperson Jerry Crouter, and
Academic Life Chairperson Mike Scott attended. Missing
were Social Life Chairperson Pierce Archer, Culturad Life
Chairperson Lee Roberts, and Treasurer Mike Slavin.
Chris Noonan and Dan Hoefle, Student Representatives to the Board of Trustees, requested that Stu-A consider assisting in the fundin g of a questionnaire to be
sent to the Alumni. This questionnaire will be similar
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The following is a list of the stocks:
American Express
First National Boston
Weyerhaeuser
Air Produ cts
Dow Chemical
National Chemsearch
Colgate
Coca Cola
Honeywell
American Home Products
Johnson and Johnson
Eli Lilly aJid Co.
Schering Plough
General Electric
Hewlett Packard
Eastman Kodak
IBM
Minnesota Mining and Mfg.

I

Social Life
May Get Bett er

President Robert E.L. Strider tol d the ECHO last
week that it would be premature to take any action before it is known exacdy what the involvement is of each
to the one sent to the students before the Thanksgiving
recess on the subject of Athletics at Colby. The request
is contingent upon the Alumni Office's refusal to provide
the necessary funding.
Committee Chairperson Sid Mohel announced recommendations for appointments on the following committees: Foreign Study-Cathy Dornihs, Julie Morton, Anthony Musgrave, Robert Ruzzo; Financi al Aid-Lauren
Hampton, Dana Johnston, Mark Hubbert, Peter Weatherly; Independent Majors-Dawn St. Clair, Carter Knipp;
Senior Scholars-Ken Heckel. A motion to approve these
recommendations was passed.
Mohel also indicated th at reports would be forthcoming on the following committees: Jan Plan, Bookstore, Financial Priorities, library, Rights and Rules. He
also said that his mandatory annual report would be released at the beginning of the second semester.
After some discussion , it was decided that the Committee on Committees would oversee the initial set-up
of the new Stu-A Representative Assembly (which has
since been approved in referendum).
The meeting was adjourned until second semester.
The next meeting of Stu-A will be held Monday, Feb. 13,
at 9 ;00 PM in a location to be announced.

The
Peace
Corps is
alive and
well and
waiting
for you.
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company in South Africa. He saw a difference in how
Colby would potentially dead with the situation based
on the size of a given company's holdings in South Africa.
Any action would have to be approved by the Board
of Trustees and its Investm ents Committee.

\ll your life y ou've
wanted to do something important for the world . Now a
lot of the w orl d needs you to
do it. We need volunteers with
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A series of meetings between student representatives
and members of the Dean of Students office has yielded
several recommendations concerning social life to the student body.
The group, headed by Andrew Deininger under the
direction of Stu-A Executive Chairperson Ron Graha m,
saw no changes as being necessary in the current college
drinking policy. Instead , the students expressed the desire to better inform the student body about different
options open to them.
The group concluded that no modifications were necessary in the drinking policy due to the college's need
to be protected from liabilities .
Instead, the group stated that it is not difficult for
student groups to organize social functions. Essential to
the organization of functions is the need for responsible
student workers and coordinators, the group emphasized.
They noted that students have access to virtually every
facility on campus, including dormitory and U nion
lounges, dining halls, Roberts Loft , and Wadsworth Gymnasium. The group also note d that Director of Student
Activities Pat Chasse is ready to assist any students interested in organizing functions.
The group also saw a need for an organizing bod y
within the Student Association to run social functions.
Stu-A Social Life Chairperson Pierce Archer noted that
once Roberts Union was completed his organization would
be splitting entertainment costs in the campus pub and
that coffeehouses would be organized.
The group was formed to explore various alternatives
concerning social life at Colby. A spokesperson for the
group emphasized the fact that social functions are far
from impossible to organize, and that the only requirement is the willingness to take on a small am ount of
responsibility.
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GAIN A REWARDING PROFESSIONAL CAR EER
WHILE YOU SERVE YOUR COUN TRY

Tlio Navy offers challan Blno Spoctol Trainln o Projjra ms nnd Scholarshi p*
t hat can change your ontlro outloo k on lifo. Currant openin gs include:
• ENGINEERING • BUSINESS MANAGEMENT • MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS
«AND OTHERS
•AVIATION
• SURFACE LINE
|ntorvi ew* by appointment on campus Doo. 2 Sea your Cnroor
Placement Officer for additional inforitwt 'on.
Foradditlorial informa tloncall (B17I 223-6216 or write to Navy Off leer
Prooroms , NR D Boston, 675 Technolog y Square , Cambridge , MA 02139
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Reference Room

MILLER LIBRARY :

The Ref ro om is the famous depository of old government documents. The venerable atmosphere here attracts many students. A closer look reveals two distinct
types of studiers who frequent this area: the RightHand Reffers (attracted to the West end) and the LeftHand Reffers (attracted to the East End). The RightHand Reffers are average college students as seen by
their blue jeans and flannel shirts. The Left-Hand Reffers are the Prepp ies (need one say more?). Regrettably,
there is no theory for this division. However , the ECHO
has begun research on this.

Sp ace Race
by Kenneth A. Bruder Jr.
Do you find yourself criticizing the literary style of
campus graffiti? Are you beginning to apply the octet
rule to your coffee consumption?
If the answer is yet to either of these questions then
you are the victim of- the dreaded disease-finalitis.
Yes, finals are coming up and this dreaded disease is overwhelming the campus. It will hit you ; if not today,
then tommorrow. Symptoms include a physical addiction to "No Doze " and an averice appetite for donuts.
Finalitis victims have been known to walk around campus dazed , not knowing the time of day, while trying
to jam their government notebooks in their left ear.
Owing to the ECHO's deepest concern for the welfare
of the freshmen who have never experienced Colby finals,
we have prepared a guide of Colby's famous centers of
intellectual lore, otherwise known as study areas. This
guide will prove valuable for many upper classmen too,
because it probes deeply into the minds of the Colby
studier and reveals many facts which even escape the
minds of the most' astute seniors. It is our hope that
the whole student body will benefit from this guide.

The Pit
to)

The Pit is the favorite study area of freshmen . Here /
they have a-_chance to study and meet new people, all
in a'congenial atmosphere.
To upperclassmen, the Pit leaves something to be desired. Most complain that it is too noisy with the sounds
of squeaky doors and popping Coke cans. Said one senior in a burst of originality , "The Pit is the pits."
Despite the noise, there are some devote pitters lured
by the hi gh ceiling and, of course, the lion. One sophomore confessed that ' around midnight she begins to have
fantasies with the lion.

The Third Floor
The Third Floor of Miller Library is a popular study
place for upperclassmen . It too can be divided up into
sections, namely South , Center, and North.
The Southerners are very average like the RightHand Reffers (except they dress better).
The Central Third Floor is very intellectu al. Here we
find future doctors and lawyers who spend their free
time reading Tolkien 's The Hobbit and Vonnegut 's Breakfast of Champions.
The Northern Third Floor is a microcosm of Frat
Row. It is also a respite for the Colby nicotine addict.

40 winks in the Reference Room

G.C.P.

The Cubes
Are you possessive? Selfish? Do you like to stare
at walls? If you do, then the Cubes is the place for you
The Cubes is the famous all-night study area on campus.
One tends to lose track of time while studying in the
Cubes. One devote cubic studier told me he keeps time
with his calendar.
The Cubes gives students a space they can call thei r
own and many take advan tage of this. A fter the second week of each semester, every cubic territory is
claimed, as seen by tlie numerous deposits of books.
One junior told me he plans to do his senior scholar
project comparing the attitudes of tlie cubic studier with '
the protective territorial habits of the wild dogs of Africa

The Stacks
The Stacks tend to enlighten and elevate (no pun intended) the Colby studier. Many students are able to
work better surrounded by these hundreds of thousands
of books than anywhere else on campus. One senior
explains, "It is a little known fact, but in reality the
black ink used in book printing exerts a force on the
intellect when amassed in great quantities and strongly
influences the student's mind."
One library official explained, "We have discovered
strange behavior in many of the students studying here."
She cited one example who studied in the midst of the
works of Edgar Allan Poe who when asked to leave at
11 o'clock kept shouting, "Nevermore, nevermore."
•We hope this study guide will help students during
finals week. Don't forget, donuts start Friday night.

Rapp rochement — Colby 's "Roots "

Continued from page twenty
Other little known facts about the Mayflower Hill
4 Campus: The weathervane on the garage at the President's house contains the first few bars of the Mayflouier
Hill Concerto , composed by Professor Emeritus Ermanno
Comparetti of the music department. Thc weathervane
on the Miller Library, though it looks small, is a 6 foot
high model of the Sloop H ero in which Jeremiah Chap- '
Lin and his loyal band sailed up the Kennebec and landed' on our side of the river to found the Maine Theological and Literary Institution , which eventually became
Colby College. It is recorded th at the Chaplins b roug ht
with them their five children ancl seven students. It is
also reported that thc wife of the first president not only
cooked the meals for the, entire group but did all their
washing and mending.
Colby has had only five presidents in this century, at
x
least from 1901. This is a record that few colleges can
boast. Not much i §, said about the Rev. Charles Lincoln
White who presided from 1901 to 1908. But President
Roberts, "Rob" to faculty and alumni , kept the college
together during World War I and the ravages of a flu
epidemic. Franklin Johnson who succeeded him devoted
liis energies to thc move to Mayflower Hill. Even after
he was succeeded by President Julius Seelye Bixler in 1940,
Dr. J ohnson worked on his dream of the Mayflower H ill
campus '. He was the ultimate sidewalk superintendent.
No hole was dug, few bricks were kid without his careful supervision. Dr. Bixler was thc president from 1942
un til 1960 when President Stridor became thc fifth president in this century.
In the spring of 1947 abou t a hundred trees were
delivered to the college and had to be planted immedia t el y. The Buildings and Grounds crew was not large
enough to perform such a task so Presidents Bixler and
Johnson pu t their heads together and announced the
first Arbor Day. Classes were suspended nnd everyone,
students and faculty alike, went out and dug holes nnd
plan ted trees. These are trie trees that today look as il
f */

they had always been here. This feat is particularly remarkable when one realizes that to dig a hole on the
Colby campus one strikes rock at one quarter of an
inch. Digg ing by hand is done-with a pick-ax.
For several years an Arbor Day (renamed Johnson
Day) was declared. However, as with other Colby holidays, this one day off became the signal for taking two
days before and two days afterwards so the idea had to
be abandoned.
Times were hard as Worl d "War II started so Colby
decided to maintain an all-year operation. To thc surprise of the faculty , President Johnson announced that
the faculty had "volunteered" to teach for the summer
term of 1942 without additional compensation.
The mathematics departmen t has occupied many different locations on the new campus. Offices .have b een
on the third floor of the Library, the second floor of
the Library, then to the Keyes Building. Next semester
we move to beautiful quarters in the new Seelcy G.
Mudd Building. One of the most interesting locations
for math classes was the large room on the third floor
of the Library under the tower. Acoustically the room
was a disaster because of the high ceilings. In addition
the elevator was being ins talled in t he library s o t ha t
the sound of t he riveting hammers bea ting on steel was
constant. This bothered everyone except the pigeons
who sat on the windowsills and cooed an accompaniment
. The office windows overlooking fraternity row afforded interesting views on occasion. During one February
when Winter Carnival had been scheduled there was not
enoug h snow for the usual sculptures. Buildings and
Grounds crews brought a truckload of snow to each
residence and fra ternity house and the artistic efforts
were under way. While others sculpted massive pieces,
the Phi Delts came out singly and in groups and surveyed their pile of show. The jud ging was t o t ake place
at 11 AM on a Saturday morning and at 10 the lost

Phi Delt delegation came out and gazed at the snow
and then went inside. A few minutes later one fellow
came out with a well-lettered sign which he planted at
the top of the heap . It read "Avalanche in Switzerland."
This barren Winter Carnival weekend which ended on
Saturday night was followed on Sunday by a blizzard
which immobilized the city and the state. Classes were
suspended from two days and cars wore not permitted
on the campus for a week because parking lots could
not be cleared. There was no place to put thc snow,
There are other points in the history of Colby that
might be mentioned. Attendance regulations were
changed every few years. At one time in the not too
distant past, a student received an automatic F in any
course in which he had a third unexcused absence. After that there was a rule th at a student was fined $25
for each of the last meetings of a course which he
missed immediatel y before a holiday or the first meet
ing of any course after a holiday. This worked so well
that attendance at these classes was better th an at any
other time during the semester. This rule was imposed
not by the faculty but by an attendance committee
with a majority of students. Needless to say , it was
repealed after a few years.
During the earl y thirties Colby offered an excellent
course on Women 's Contribution to Socj ety-a study of
famous women in history. Colby also luu! one of thc
first courses on Marriage to be offered in a Liberal Arts
college. Both courses were withdrawn after n-few years
because of a lack of interest. Much of what seems new
today is really a revival.
The Colby Roots which I have mentioned may be
rather shallow in comparison to tlie many events which
really shaped thc history of the college. However, thc
people and events which give one a f eeling f or th e pa st
are of ten no t t he things t ha t appear in the chr onj cles of
thc historians.
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LOST: one brown leather racin g glove. Con tac t J ean
Yves - Woodman 257, ext. 559.
¦M M ^-MI--WM- -WI.
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fel lowsh ips
Fellowshi p for Minority Students
Doroth y Danforth Compton Fellowships at $5,000
each , .for 1978-79 is accepti ng app lications. Come to
Career Planning Office , L 110 for mor e inform ation.'

Bermu da

Breakaway

LOST: Squash racket. Bancroft in good conditio n. I
think my nam e is writt en on the neck. Last seen in
men 's locker room. Please return if found to Robert
LeFeber , ext. 546, 218 Chapli n. A reward will be given
for its return.

LOST: A Matter of Life and Death : On' Tuesday evening
Nov. 8, I lost a beige, metal file card box containing all
the notes I have taken for a Senior Scholars thesis. The
box was last seen outside of Foss. dining hall and.[he
notes aire absolutel y irrep laceable. If you have seen these
items recently or know where they are please get in touch
with J ohn Saunders at ext. 478, 306 Dan a . Th ere is a
generous reward offered.
J/OST in vicinity of Lovejoy or Library : Gold button to
pocket watch ch ain-sentime ntal value-substantial reward
Call x 510 Charli e Gordy
LOST: Four keys on a leather key chain , about two
- weeks ago, around Roberts or the library. Call Pam ,
x 526.

Takeyour break in Bermuda at the only
major hotel that's right on the beach.
Feel free and easy. Doing the things you like
to do. At the beautiful Sonesta Beach Hotel.
5 days/4 nights $279* per person (four to _ room)
• Roundtrip Jet coach air travel via Delta Airlines
• Mopeds • Horseback riding • Breakfast and
Dinner daily • Unlimited tennis on six day/night
courts • Indoor pool • Nightly entertainment.
AvailableJanuary 2 to January 31,197S.

*For further complete information and reservations , see your campus rep,
O nrA/T j
gt^jLTI
HOTEL

*

Chris Morrissey
Delta Kappa Epsilon
872-9868

Or cal l SRS TOLL FREE (800) 225-1372
In Massachusetts (800) 842-1202

-E^t&R OS
We 've got something in store
for you!
Contemporary Fashion Apparel, Home
Accessories and Gifts for the entire family.

Downtown Waterv ille, Maine

The Student 's Conservatio n Association announc es
its spring student conservatio n program offer ing volunteer
jobs in parks and forests. Good on-the-site training and
education in natural resource management.
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Auto Parts, Paints & Marine Supplies
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AUTO PARTS, INC.

Discover

At Glacier national park , there are opening s for
singers , dancers , stage workers , directors , folk musicians
and every facet of the entertainment field. Employees
also hold a regular hdfcl positio n.

The Student 's Conservation Association ann ounces
its spring student conservation program offering volunteer jobs in parks and forests. Goood dn-the-site
training and education in natural resource man agement.

FOUND: One woman 's watch , severa l months ago. ' Call
X364 or see J ohn Devine or Ed Smith to identify and claim.

mmm^i-mmm.
Jmw+~ **

The Waterville Skating Club is looking for 1 person
to run the music during club sessions Wed eves, from y
8:30 - 10:30. No kn owlege of skating is necessary.
For information call 872-8174 Lucett Bourgpin ,

See Career Planning Office for more information

LOST : Garnet ring - gold band , square stone , family
heirloom of great sentimenta l value. R___ ard_ Call J ay,
ext 535 , 318 Averill.
LOST : A gold.class rin g-ruby stone. Fro m Amesbury
High School, Class of 1977. Initials on inside DCJ .
Lost on Saturday night. Please contact Diane, x.
532, nn. 356 or box 732.
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RUSTY WINTERS' SPOR TS
The staff at Rusty Winters' Sports would like to thank
Colby students for their continuing patronage throughout
the semester. Take advantage of the 10% discount that
we offer to you and pick up a few gifts before you
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master in public policy Harv ard Universit y-

Application Deadline:

J an. 15, 1978

Interdisci plinary pro gram - economics , quantitative and
anal ytic methods , political anal ysis, and public mana gement - as preparation for a career in public service.
Academic ri gor plus real-w orld app lications. Outs tanding
academic credentials required.
Write: Kenned y School of Government
Harvard University
Cambrid ge, Mass. 02138
.

#

—

U.M.O. will be conducting a number of metric
system trainin g workshops for volunteers willing to ,
teach the metric system to others. It will soon be
the predominate system of measuremen t nationwide.
This is a good educational (source of recommendations)
experience.
See Career Planning Office for more info.

Continuin g the theme of Lay Day 1977, "Pa rtners
in J ustice ," and to provide more information for appli cants to law schools, the NEW ENGLA ND SCHOO L OF
LAW will host the Second Annual OPE N HOUSE , December 10, 1977.
App licants will be given the opport unity to speak
with New England School of Law students as well as
Members of the Facul ty and representatives of the Admissions Office.
The Student Bar Association Committee will be conducting interviews in the afternoon .
The New England School of Law is located at 126
Newbury Stree t , Boston. For further information , contac t
the Recruitment Program , ,267-9655.
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College-sponsored entertainmen t groups of no more
than eight performers are being sought by USO SHOWS
to tou r isolated military ' installations overseas. Expensepaid tours rang ing in length from four to six weeks are
scheduled to five areas: Alaska , the Orient , Euro pe, Mediterranean , and the Caribbean.
A live audition and completion of a formal app lication are required of groups desiring to be considered
for the limited number of tours available each year.
A brochure entitled "Guidelines for Audition and
Tour Application " has been published by the USO
SHOWS Campus Music Committee (CMC). The guide
lines provide specific information regarding qualifications
and restrictions , types of shows desired , production suggestions , details of touring and a step-by-step outline on how
to app ly. Music Departments or Student Production De
partments may obtain a free copy of the CMC Guidelines
by writing USO SHOWS , 1146 19th Street , N.W., Washington , D.C. 20036.
United Service Organizations , Inc. (USO) is an independ ent , civilian agency dedicated to meeting the welfare
and morale needs of the men and women of America 's
armed forces and their families worldwide. USO receives
no government funds and is support ed by voluntary contributio ns of the American public throug h local United
Ways and indep endent USO campai gns.

The National Student Educational Fund is
sponsoring , a national competitio n to recognize college
students who produce the best informational materials
for other students.
$12,000 in scholarships will be awarded in this
national competit ion called the Better Information Project:
Prizes in Education (HIPPIE).
Individual students or student groups are eligible
to submit entries in any media produced during the
1976-77 or 1977-78 academic years. Materials must
be aimed at informing fellow students about campus
programs , opportunit ies and experiences.
Prizes will be awarded in two categories : general
information aimed at the entire student community
(such as orientation guides, course and teacher evaluations and finan cial aid manua ls) and information
aimed at specific student groups including but not
limited to women, the handicapp ed , minorities and
older stud ents.
Each of twelve winners will be awarded a tri p to
Washington , D.C. to accept , on behalf of their school ,
a $1,000 scholarshi p, which will be given to a student
with financial need.
Application packets and competition rules are
available on request , from the National Student
Educational Fund , 2000 P St. NW, Suite 305,
Washington , D.C. 2O036. Entries must be postmarked
no later than February 28, 1978.
The competition is supported by a grant from
the Department of Health , Education and Welfare 's
Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education.
To date , scholarshi ps have been provided by The
Chronicle of Higher Edu cation , The Ford Found ation , The Forum for the Advancement of Students
in Science and Technology, Inc., and The Interna tional Study Tra vel Center , Jnc. The College Entrance Examinat ion Board has contributed toward
the pr oject's evaluation activities.
The competition is sponsored by the National
Student Educational Fund , a national non-profit
group engaged in reasearch , information services and
training activities, from a stud ent perspective.

SENIORS
Anybody w ho has not yet turn ed in a senior
picture - DO .IT BEFORE YOU GO HOME. We
will be laying out the enti re senior section dur ing Jan Plan. If we do not have yo ur picture
by then , you will not be incl uded. Sorry, but
this section must be laid out during January and
we cannot make any exceptions.
Any student wh o would like to help wi th the
yearbook pleas e speak to John Devine or C hris
Noonan.
Anyone with pict ures that they would like
used , graphics , poetry, prose , etc., please put it
in an envelop e marke d "Oracle " and put it in
the campus mail.
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Plan t Vacation:

Correct Phone-8 72-762 5 Frank&Lori Callanan
.

V ILLAGE

BARB ER

Great Cuts for Guys and Gals
Ap pt. Preferred:

873-1344

113 Main St. Waterv ille

FOR SALE: One pr. Fren ch racin g skis, Dynamic NR 17,
190 cm. Excellent condition. If interested please call Sue
Hadlock , 206 Dana , x 442.

r floss, oHn rcoa . digital thermome ter — $21.99 Jrjfc *

^«gp*Mt ^Omtammtf^ ;

FOR SALE : One Bancroft "Winner " Squash racquet.
Sligh t ly used for $25. Sells new for 14-0. If interes ted ,
contact J on Smith , Box 1436, Roberts.
¦
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BERRY'S

'

Did you know that J ohn Device's name is menti oned
over 10 times in this paper?

ART SUPPLIES
74 MAiN StRECT

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY H____l
¦
OF JERUSALEM
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1978/79 PROGRAMS
FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS
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There are still openings in the J an Plan crafts pro grams at the Hinckley School: ceramics, fabric design ,
jewelry , and possibl y weaving and ph otography. Please
see Mrs . Kiralis in Eustis 205 if you 're interested -

j ib gal. Aquariounv ^^^P^ ; % SS5*-i
Swull-i .
; complete with tank , light , pump , filter ,
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SIL VER STR EET GALLER Y

j

D ONE YEAR PROGRAM—for colle ge sophomores and juniors ,
Courses taught in both Hebrew and English ,
G REG-MR STUDIES—for college transfer students toward
B.A, and D.Sc, degrees.
DGRADUATE STUD lES-Mastw 's, Doctoral and Visitin g
Graduate programs.
D SUMMER COURSCS-glvon in English.

I OF FINE CRAFTS AT 8 SIL VER STREE T *
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PROGRAM

For Application and Information, wrltoi
Office of Academic Affairs ,
American Friends of Tho Hebrew Universit y
11 East 69 St., New York , NY, 10021 • (2121472-9813
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-Rapp roch ement —

Colby's "R oots "
by Professo r Lucille Zukowski
It has recentl y become a popular pastime to search
for one 's Roots. For each of us there is a differe nt
family heritage , but what of the common heritage we
all share : Colby Roots.
The college historian , Dean Emeritus Ernest C. Marriner , has written the definitive history of Colby College. I recommend it to those who would like to research the people and events that have contribu ted to
the development of Colby. My comments will concern
things that don 't always get into the history books.
Everyone knows that Colby College " moved to Mayflower Hill from "downtown. " But where was the
old campus?

Did you ring the bell?" the police asked.
"Yes , indeed we did ," confessed the pair.
"We canno t tell a lie on Washington 's
Birthday. "
The main campus occup ied the area which is now
a traffic circle on College Avenue just north of the new
Post Office. The campus was on the banks of the Kennebec opposite the present Scott Paper Company.
Across College Avenue was the Railroad Station and
the camp us was enclosed by a semicircle of railroad
tracks. Since dor mitories and dining faciliti es were
south on College Avenue across the tracks this could
be quite a hindrance when one was separated from
one's lunch by a long freight train.
Some of the old college building s still stand. Drapeau 's Appliance Store on College Avenue was the ori ginal
Mary Low Hall. Opposite the Post Office is the former
Foss Hall. It has most recently been an elementary
school and , in the conversion , lost a rather nice front
porc h- Foss Hall had the only dining room on campus
where all the women met for meals. The college had
no dining room for men-the y had to shift for themselves.
Foss Hall had at one time also housed a small
gymnasiu m in the basement. When the new Alumnae
Building was built , this gymnasium became an additional
parlor where women students might entertain their
friends. Since this room was one floor below the main
floor where Dean Ninetta Runnals lived, sup er vision w as
not easy. It was known that on occasion the lights
were turne d low or even out (early attempts at conservation of scarce resources). This occasioned a house
meeting presided over by Dean Runnals who was not
averse to quoting Scri pture to her purpose. Her theme
was "th ose who walk in darkness may see a great
light " but she explaine d that this did not excuse the
situ ation in the basement parlor.
The present Boy 's Club at the rear of Foss Hall was
th e Alumnae Building, th e new women 's gymnasium.
And thc two nondescri pt buildings beyond the Boys '
Club on thc exit to Main Stre et were Mower and Dutton Houses, dormi tories for women . The interiors were
as drab as the exteri ors, a symphony of brow n woodwork and tan walls.
The Post Office occupies the site of the President 's
House and the Phi Delt House. The pro xim ity sometimes had disadvantages for b oth parti es but on one
occasion it was most advantageous.
At noon on a day. in May , 1936, a fire br oke out
at the President 's House. The Beau tiful brick building **
had very thick walls and the fire spread rapidly. The
Phi Delts who were loung ing on t heir porch sprang
to the resaie. They dashed into the house , carried
pillows and blanke ts down the stairs and threw pricelets family heirlooms out the windows. Pre sident and
Mrs. J ohnson were then the occupants of the house.
"Tiny " St one , t hc six foot five , 260 pound star of
Colby 's football team led the rescue forces and proved
that a passing attack learned in football did have a
practical application .
One of the buildin gs on the main campus was the
beau tiful fields-one library and chapel. This was the
first Civi l War Memorial building to be erected in the

United States. A model of this building is in a glass in
the east wing of Miller Library .
It was near this chape l that the Commencement academic procession formed. Faculty, trustees , honored
guests and seniors marched down College Avenue and
Main Street to the Opera House where the ceremonies
took place.
There were four fratern ity houses on the old camp 'usZeta Psi and ATO occupied opposite ends of so-called
South College. Lambda Chi and Delta "Upsilon occupied
North College. "
The position of the campus across from the railroad
station had disadvantages to be sure , especially in the
days of steam engines with cinders and smoke. However , there were advantages. The RR station had a
lunchroom , and , in one instance , it served another purpose.
Neil Leonard , an illustrious member of the class of
192 1, who served as chairman of Colby's Board of
Trustees for many years , claimed that he was Shanghaied to Colby. He had taken the train from his home

in Massa chusetts plannin g to go to Bangor and then to
Orono to enroll at the University of Maine. Since the
train stopped in Waterville for about fifteen minutes he
decided to get off and look around. Some Colb y
ATO 's just happ ened to be at the station and they invited him to come across to the campus to meet President Roberts. The president and the ATO's invited him
to stay overni ght and convinced him that Colby, was a
better choice than the Universit y and so he stayed.
This certainl y indica tes an aggressive recruiting policy .

Classes were suspended and everyone ,
students and faculty alike , wen t ou t and
du g holes and planted tr ees. .
The DKfi house , a large and rath ty imposing frame
structure , was situated on College Avenue across from
Mary Low Hall . This house also had a wide porch ,
very convenien t in good weather for keep ing on eye
on all kinds of street t raffic.
Tlie KDR house was somewhat removed from the
campus. It is now the Veilleux Funer al Home , opposite the Umtanan-Universaiist Church at the intersection
of Elm and Silver Streets. This proximity to the church
led to one rather amu sing inciden t. Two KDR' s decided
on Washington 's Bir thday to toast the father of our
country, and , after carr ying out this noble gesture several times, they decided, at about midnight, to jp
across the street to the church and rin g out the glad
tidings. The bell ringin g at midni ght awakened the
neig hbors, one of whom colled the police. When the
police arrived, the two patriots still sat in the church
pews. "Did you ring the bell?" the police asked, "Yes ,
indeed we did , " confessed the pair. "Wc canno t tell a
lie on Washing ton 's Birthday. "

A unique feature of the old campus was the hobo
camp located behind the buildin gs on the shores of the
Kennebec. These "Kni ghts of the Road" were a uni que
breed. They hitched their rides on the fast freights
which came into Waterville , stayed a few days , then
lB
hopped a frei ght car and were off to see the world.
Meals were actuall y cooked in tin cans over an open
fire. These "kni ghts " were glad to share their philosoph y
and their can of beans with the Colby men who often
dropped into their camp.
The history of the move to the new campus has been
told and retold. The plans were thwarted so often by
depression , wars , and other factors which could not have

At one time in the not too dis tant
past , a stu dent rece ived an automatic 'F
in,any course in which he had a thir d
unexcuse d absence.

been foreseen.. However , m the summer of 1937 ground
was broken for the first building. True to Colby 's traditi on , this structure was the Lorimer Chapel.
As the appreciative crowd watched , President J ohnson
pushed the plunger which set off a dynamite blast.
Rocks and gravel flew in all directions showering the .
crowd. One rock of fair size came f lying through the
air and hit Professor "Pop " Newman on the ' forehead ,
inflicting a minor flesh wound. Appropriately enough ,
God had singled out as his victim the chairman of the
department of Religion.
Classes were held on both campuses for several years.
The move to the new campus , could not 6e completed
until science facilities were ready. The Keyes building •
became a reality in 1948.
Classes were held on the Hill on the hour and downtown on the half-hour. The "Blue Beetle " bused students constantl y between the two campuses. This ancient vehicle should have been bronzed and placed somewhere on the new campus (or half-way between ) in recognition of its faithful service.
Professor Gordon (earthworm) Gates , Chairm an of
the Biology Department in 1948, started a Colby, tradi- .
tion that has continued . to this day. He invited the
science faculty members to bring their bn. vn-bag lun ches
to Cobu rn Ha.ll on the old campus. The 1. rsda y Science
Division luncheons have been part of the coi. ge calen.
dar for twenty -nine years.
^
When I hear complaints about minor inconveniences at Colby such as an unshoveled path at 8 AM (voiced
usually by a student who would climb over a six: foot
drift at his ovm home rather than put hand to shovel)
I am reminded of the final move to the Hill in th e
sprin g of 194-8. The Miller Library was ready -the dormitories in the quad could be occupied but between '
them lay a sea of mud. Planks had been laid between
buildings bu t thes e be come slippery and a plunge t o t h e
kiiees in soft clay was not unusu al. It is no wond er
that Peter Pericles of the Colby Dry "Cleaners can now
aff ord a tri p to his native Gr eece (See Waterville Se ntinel
of last week). He probably made his fortune in that
brief peri od.
How many people have stopped to read the inscrip|
tion on the Lovejoy Stone on the terrace below, the
flagpole? The Lovejoy name ' is "a traditi on at Colby
and it was appropriate that the onl y ac tual classro om .
building on tlie campus , should be named in his ' honor.
Dedicati on ceremoni es were set for a day in Februa iy, 1959, in the Lovejoy Auditorium. Imag ine t he
amazemen t of the first people to arrive that morning in
Lovejoy 100 to find the Lovejoy Stone , a boulder weighing a ton or -more , resting on a thick plonk on trie
speake r 's platform. A note announced th at it seemed
appropria te that thc Lovejoy Stone should atten d the
Lovejoy dedica tion. No signs of damage t o st one or
building gave any indication of how thc stone had been
moved. It took a Buildings and Grounds crew , using
some dexterity, to rep lace the stone and cement it in
its original site. The engineering skill of the perpetra t ors can only be compared to that of the present generation wfio put the streamers on th c Lib rar y tower. "
Continued oh page sevenwen
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